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Student goes 
to the board 
New representative to 
sit on board of trustees 
By Jim Jaworski 
Assistant Cempus Ne- Editor 
Starting this semester. a repre-
sentative of the student body 
will have a seat at the highest 
echelon of Columbia power. 
Annie Kelly. a senior journal -
ism major. was selected to be 
the student representative on the 
board of trustees, the first such 
position in 30 years. The board, 
which oversees all major deci-
sions at Columbia, selected 
Kelly in April from a list o f 
three students. with the intention 
o f having a representative for 
the student body. 
"Decisions are being made on 
a daily basis that are affecting 
students: · Kelly said, adding 
that her viewpoint as a student is 
essentia l to the decisions the 
board will make. 
The decis ion to a llow a stu-
dent on the board came last 
spring. after much petitioning 
from the Student Government 
Association. The SGA finally 
got what it asked for, but in a 
somewhat limited capacity. 
While Kelly will not have any 
voting power. she will sit on 
some board committees. such as 
the Student Affairs Committee 
and the Campus Environment 
Committee and can attend any 
meeting she desires. 
''I'm there to voice my opin-
ion on what decisions should be 
made for the good of the 
school:· she said. 
This school year will be a trial 
period , with the board deciding 
at the end of the year whether to 
permanently keep the position. 
"This was a way to appease 
both sides," Kelly said. " If it 
goes well, we' ll hopefully have 
future students sitting on the 
board . Otherwise, this might be 
the only year." 
Kelly will work together with 
the SGA to plan ideas to present 
to the board. She said she n eeds 
to simultaneously represent the 
students while keeping in mind 
Columbia 's long term goals . 
" I need to be maki ng deci-
sions as a trustee member that 
are good for the school and not 
j ust for the students," she said. 
" I am a student and I have a stu-
dent's point of view. but I repre-
sent the entire school. .. 
Kelly attended a preliminary 
meeting, held a fter she was cho-
sen fo r the position. to get 
acquainted with the major play-
ers on the board. Kelly will 
attend her fi rst actua l board 
See Trustees, Page 5 
Big 'shots' take stage at Jam 
Junior Evan Legler, a music business major and frontman for The Bullet That Breathed per-
forms at Columbia's 'Jam of the Year.' The event was held in the Conway Center of the 1104 
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., on Sept. 6. 






By AmMda Matxer 
Cempus Ne- Editor 
The times they are a changin ·, 
and so are Columbia students ' 
views on sports. An explosion of 
sports interest has erupted on 
campus, so much so that the 
Renegades will offer not only 
one baseball team thi s fa ll , but at 
least two. However. as sports 
teams are quickly being created. 
finding funding has likewise 
become an imminent concern. 
The Student Ath let ic 
Associat ion, also ca lled the 
Renegades, is concerned that the 
budgeted S I 0 .000 for team 
sports will not be enough. That 
means teams like baseball wil l 
have to turn to fundraising and 
other income sources. 
Since the baseball teams are 
club sports that fa ll unde r the 
newly created Student Athletic 
Association. there will not be a 
limit as to how many people can 
join. 
Interest is up overa ll, as was 
Mall Holi\an, Jim Snemis and Mal1t Brticevictl of the Columbia Renegades discuss plans for the 
semester at a team meeting on Sept. 6. 
proven during baseball team try-
outs and sign-up days this past 
weekend. More than 40 people 
tried out fo r the baseba ll team 
last year. The Renegades expect-
ed just as much interest this year. 
The team also welcomed about 
20 returning members. 
To meet the demand for the 
sport, at least two teams will be 
created. The two leagues differ 
in enough ways to appeal to the 
most casual of players and to 
those who plan to devote more 
time to the sport . 
The origina l baseball team, 
which has been around for six 
years, will leave the Wisconsin 
Ill inois Baseball Club and join 
the National C lub Baseball 
Association. The NCBA promis-
es more games and members will 
travel to neighboring sta tes for 
games. 
The new team will remain in 
the current league, the WIBC. 
This would be a more " leisurely"' 
team, said Matt Holihan. vice 
president of the Renegades. 
Both teams can propose a 
desired budget to the Student 
Ath letic Association. Schroeder 
said. but the Association will 
dec ide the exact amo unt each ' 
team wi ll be allocated and 
which teams may need ext ra 
funds. 
Last year the baseball team's 
overall budget hovered around 
See Renegades, Page 5 
By Jenn Zimmerman 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
1 With Columbia centered at the 
heart of the South l.oop commu-
nity. and just on the outskim of 
Downtown. the cost of li ving 
isn' t exactly fit for a college stu-
dent's budget. 
The cost of living in 
Columbia 's dorms for an aca-
demic year ranges from $7,000 
to close to S 12,000, according to 
statistics provided by Columbia·, 
Residence Li fe website. 
Al though this could be seen as 
a bargain compared to other rates 
for local downtown apartment~. 
students arc limited in the ir 
opt ions if living on or near cam-
pus isn't fi t for thei r pocket-
books. 
Even if dorm-style li ving were 
more affordable. there is a waiting 
list for current students to get into 
a Colwnbia dorm, according to 
Lawrence Williams, coordinator 
of Residence Life programming_ 
Despite the high cost of living 
and dorm space not available to 
all students, Columbia does not 
offer assistance in finding off-
campus housing. 
See Housing. Page 8 
2 News &Notes 
A few weeks ago, I was riding the Red Line with ome fiiends when we 
experienced the first sign of 
fall-ignorant freshmen. 
Some people say bad things 
come in threes, and on that par-
ticular Friday night, they could-
n ' t have been more right. Not 
only '.<as the train car sweltering 
Md reeldng of swe.1ty armp1!s, 
but to top it d l: 1 was squished 
nellt to three females who gave 
Columbia a bad name. 
To recount the 20 minutes 1 
spent beside them pains me. but 
someone needs to stand up for 
Columbia s~Jdents. Now don't 
get me wrong, I definitely do not 
think that all freshmen or new 
Columbia srudents are as ridicu-
lously misinfom1ed as these 
three particular girls, but I've 
come across my fair share. 
After shrieking about their 
plans to get drunk, completely 
oblivious to the icy stares of other 
annoyed passengers, the g rrls 
began to obnor.iously flin with 
the middle-age Cubs fun< s itting 
across from them. 
Unfortunately. I was caught m 
the center of the charade. wlule 
the girls tw irled therr ha~r and 
pretended-or at leas t I hope 
so-to be srup1d and the guys 
pretended to be mterested. At thrs 
point I was JUSI annoyed and 
shghtly amused. 
However. my ears began to 
bleed when Cine o f the three ,.1d 
somethmg that I've heard far too 
0fien. If I recall correctly. 11 went 
sometbmg hke tlus : " I can't 
spell; I go to Co lumbia. It's an 
<J1 school." 
My [;-rends, who also go to 
Columbia, and I looked at 2ch 
other, d rsgusted, whrle these 
three vap1d freshman grrls con-
I go to Columbia, 
and I can spell 
By Hayley Graham, Editor-in-Chief 
tinued on to say that it wasn' t 
necessary to be smart to go to 
Columbia. Embarrassed by the 
fact that these people were 
insulting my intelligence and the 
school I have grown to love, I 
bit my lip to avoid unleashing 
my rage. And believe me, it was 
really difficult, considering the 
appailed looks on the faces of 
the other passengers. I could 
practically see the respect that 
the commuters had for Columbia 
srudents quickly wasting away 
with every ridiculous word that 
can1e spewing out of the fresh-
men's mouths. 
Earlier when the guys asked 
them where they go to school 
the most unbearable o f the group 
responded with "Columbia 
University-downtown," which 
inevitably led to a battle of wits 
with the other two. "Wait ... I 
totally thought it was Columbia 
College." 
Maybe I should have said 
something ms tead o f letting the 
girls trJ 'lish the Columbia name. 
bot I bet an embarrassing argu-
ment would have followed. 
Sadly. thi s rs not the firs t 
lime I have heard someo ne 
make this s ta tement. 
· When I was a freshman. 
ano ther srudent in my Scrence 
o f Nutntio n class fo ught wrth 
the teacher about a challeng-
mg test he gave us, making 
the argument that " th1s IS an 
an school and we don't need 
to know sc1cnce." Sen ous ly. 
do peo ple really beheve that 
o r are they JUSt too lazy to 
learn? 
11le nouon that an art1st does 
not need to be smart or well edu-
cated m subjecL, hke math and 
sc1ence L, absurd. The more 
knowledge an art1st has, the bet-
ter communicator she will be. 
C learly artists cannot make a 
statement about an issue without 
doing research flTSt, just like a 
journalist can't write a s tory 
without reporting. An audio 
acoustics major can't record a 
song without understanding the 
physics of sound and an illustra-
tor can' t accurately draw the 
human body without understand-
ing the anatomy of it. And obvi-
ously a fiction writer or a poet 
needs to know how to spell; 
spell check only goes so far. 
So what I don't understand is 
why anyone, especially a fellow 
srud~nt, believes that Columbia 
students aren't intelligent. 
Hopefully those people will visit 
some o f the galleries and per-
formances around campus and 
see some o f the brilliant work of 
Columbia s tudents. Most likely 
some o f the exhibits. if not all, 
will reflect the research and hard 
work the artists put mto creatmg 
the project. and some may even 
mcorporate elements o f math 
and science. 
When the three grrls frnally 
got off the tram, the other pas-
sengers actually roared with 
applause. In the nearly four 
years that I have hved in this 
c1ty. I have never ellperienced a 
group o f commuters so happy. 
llowever, it's sad that these three 
obno xrous and m1smformed 
freshmen may be those com-
muter's lasting unpn:ss1on of 
Columb1a studenl~. And of 
course the grrls drdn ' t even 
grasp that the clappmg was o ut 
Clf sheer JOY of therr departure. 
JUS! hke they probably d1dn ' t 
reali7.c they were g1vmg 
Columb1a studcnl' a bad rap 
hgraham~l chmmdemml com 
In Your Opinion 
How do you feel about the vending 
machine prices being raised? 
" II :v horrihle, an./ 
vendtn}{ mm ·h1ne 
fJri CCV .\ Jrou/tf 1 / fl)' 
l ow, t:.1penally for 
col/i•!!,t' .V/IItfell/.1' " 
Jxmru: ll flcrry, 
~tplifiiOtHf" , lll itl~ f'"IIIIK Lt1U I 
IIIUIIH .. 't l•tlfl"; 
" I J.:t:nemlly eal a lol 
of orxanic f ootl .w I 
r<'al/y tfon I IH<' //rem 
anywa y" 
l )lmy, t, ;,lJncl, ftn lunnn, 
fu1r arh 
7-Day forecast for Chicago 
" f(ohherv' l:'i}{lll and 
tl ha/f J.:rtlntf tl lllf /lOW 
I have lo fHIY more 
f or " Sn1ck<'r.\' bar? " 
J11111C'I N u •. hu l". JUniur, 
lfiii 'IU hii'IIIIC!I" 
" lihink it n:al/y sut'k.1· 
hca/11.\'C: I 'm wi incom-
Ing .l'luclcnl antll11·a.1· 
l 'Xpc•cling prices 111 he 
a l '<'l'lain amotmt/i1r 
midtllc:· da.l',\' f'C"I''''· " 
Ltllutn UnJL, frcshllhlll, 
ttiii'Ut.' pcrfc•ruunw ntl 'l 






Arts and Entertainment 
Commentary 
City Beat 
Lectures in Photography 
The Photography Department will hOst a dis-
cussion with photographer Tun Davis on his • 
exhibition, "My Life in Politics," which is cur- • 
rently on display at the Musewn of · 
Contemporary Photography. The event will be 
held at 6;30 p.m. Sept 12 at the Ferguson 
Theater in the Alexandroff Campus Cen~er, 600 
S. Michigan Ave. Admission is free. 
For more information, contact the MoCP at 
(312)663-5554. • . 
40 Years of Common: Struggle 
A symposiwn, ·"Black & Brown: 40 Years of ·~· .. 
Common Struggle," will be held as a discussion 
of the shared struggles of the black and Puerto ., _. 
Rican communities for equality and civil rights. ·. 
The event will be held from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. ; 
Sepl 14 in the II 04 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. · 
Admission is free. 
For more information, conJact Ann Marie Soto· 
at (312)344-7812. 
Art of the Library reception-
An opening reception will be held to featme 
the new art exhibits that will be on display in 
the library in the South Campus Building, 624 
S. Michigan Ave. The event, ftOm S p.m. o""7 
p.m. Sept. 14, is free and open to the public. 
For more information,•contact Larry Ol»n: 
at (312)344-7153. 
Peter Carpenter performance 
The Dance Center, 1306 S. Michigan Ave., 
presents "Bareback Into tho Sunset." a per-
fonnance from writer and choreographer P_. 
Carpenter at 8 p.m. Sept. lS. General admis-
sion is $22-$26, but discounts are available to 
Columbia students. ' 
For more information, contact tlie Dance 
Center box office at (312)344-8300. 
THE 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
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By Tiffany Breyne 
Managing Editor 
Tucked away on a side s treet 
in the ever-growing South Loop , 
a crisp black awning hanging 
over a giant window display of 
figurative draw ings read s 
" Francine Turk Gallery." 
The artwork inside is part of 
Turk's newest exhibition, 
"Isolation and Anonymity," featur-
ing dark, lone bodies with blurry 
faces and splotched paint on other-
wise blank canv3$es. The paintings 
line the wall at the gallery, 18 E. · 
Cullerton St., are a spin on the 
more simplistic figures that caught 
a set designer's eye at the Chicago 
Antique Market last summer and 
made Turk famous. 
Turk, 34, landed in the spotlight 
after some of her artwork appeared 
in the movie The Break Up stalling 
Jennifer Aniston and Vmce Vaughn. 
'The pieces, all drawings of naked 
women, were featured in the apart-
ment shared by Aniston 's and 
Vaughn's characters in the movie. 
Thou gh this was her fir st 
moment in ·the public eye, she 
has spent the past decade divid-
ing her time between earning 
her fine arts degree at Columbia 
and running l;ler own businesses. 
"Every time I would dive 
back into school, I would get 
caught up with my work," Turk 
""It could have been a 
lot worse, so it's unfortu-
nate the paintings can't 
be replaced, but what can 
you do really? You just 
gotta move on. " 
-Francine Thrk, former 
Columbia student and artist 
said. "My career would take me 
in a direction w here I had an 
opportunity I couldn' t pass up. 
So I kept having to leave school 
and it's m y intention to go back 
there and take more classes." 
Turk is an entrepreneur a t 
heart and, with tha t drive, 
opened her firs t bus iness, W ine 
and Dine D esign , more than a 
decade ago. She d esigned 
ceramics and tables and sold 
them in Califo rnia to he lp pay 
for schoolin g, but afte r . eight 
years, it wasn 't as a rti stically 
satis fying as she hoped . So Turk 
c losed down shop and came 
back to Columbia to attend 
classes and sell her other art-
work on the side. 
Yet an itch to do more ~ith 
her artwork led Turk to drop out 
again and open up a gallery. 
"Literally, I jus t woke up one 
day and w as not satisfied w ith 
m y last business, and I had to 
s tart painting again," Turk said. 
Marlene Lip inski, a fine arts 
faculty member, sa id it 's com-
mon for art and de.sign s tudents 
to have an entrepreneurial dri ve. 
While Lipinski said tha t many 
s tudents leave Columb ia during 
their j unior or senior year to 
pursu e their own b usinesses, 
Turk 's case o f coming in and out 
o f enrollment over a period of 
time is not as frequent. ' 
Though she got more expo-
sure due to the populari ty of the 
movie, Turk a lso experienced 
some unwanted a ttention. On 
June ! 3, Turk 's galle ry was bro-
ken into and artwork she had 
p lanned to show cli en ts was 
Courtesy Mike Samm 
Alumni Kevin Barkey, right, and Mike Samm, left, stand near Barkey's new home in Hollywood. Ba;key is 
currently the personal assistant to rapper Snoop Dogg. · 
Dogg assistant gets his day 
Columbia alumnus 
enters music scene 
after semester in L.A. 
By Jenn Zimmerman 
Assistant Can:;>us News. Editor 
Most Columbia students get the 
same speech when starting classes 
here: It's all about the bard work 
and luck that gets you where you 
want to be . A lumnus Kevin 
Barkey found that luck in 
Hollywood. 
At just 24, Barkey is a personal 
assistant to Snoop t)ogg and David 
Banner, a dream for someone like 
himself who has been a fan of the 
rap artists since he was 12. 
Barkey spends most of his work 
. week alongside Snoop . Attending 
event<., going on weed runs for the 
famuu~·· artist who claimed in a 
2002 interview. w ith BET that he 
quit, or even calling up customer 
service if the rapper 's Sidekick 
breaks, Barkey's responsibilities 
aren 't average. 
' 'I'm like a doctor, always on 
call," Barkey said. "So if! tum this 
shit off, he's like, 'Why is his 
phone off? I need him."' 
Far from his "white boy roots" 
in Fort Wayne, Ind., Barkey now 
works in Beverly Hills, Calif. for 
The Firm, the top music and film 
management company in the 
world, according to Barkey. 
Graduating jus t last summer, 
Barkey decided to end his last few 
weeks at Columbia with the 
semester in L.A. program. 
"You get what you put into it," 
Barkey said. "How I looked at it 
was, I got five weeks to fmd some 
way to make money, because I'm 
not planning on going home and I 
signed a year lease." 
Despite his apparent success 
See Barkey, Page 10 
Courtesy Francine Turk 
Francine Turk displays the figure drawings featured in the summer 
movie 'The Break Up'. 
stolen. Accordin g to Turk and · 
the police, the robbery took · 
place early th at mo rning with a 
few people , at least one of them 
armed . It looked like an inside 
job, due to the fact tha t other 
items, such as her com puter and 
camera, hadn ' t been touched. 
After some discussion, fingers 
started p o intin g a t M ichael 
See Art, Page 9 
NewVP aims 





on list of VP' s goals 
By Hayley Graham 
Editor-in-Chief 
Eric Wins ton, the newly 
appointed vice president of 
lnstin1tional Advancement, aims to 
increase financial resources and 
supp011 for Columbia. 
Winston came to Columbia as 
the interim vice president for 
Institutional Advancement after 
Sam Ross resigned suddenly from 
the position at the end of 2005. 
Now Winston said he will stay as 
long as the college allows him and 
has plans to make the Office of 
Institutional Advancement solid 
enough to continue to work effi-
ciently during times of manage-
ment turnover, since the office has 
experienced this frequently in the 
past few years. 
While Columbia's in the midst 
of a $20 million capital cam-
paign, Winston is working toward 
building relationships with a lum-
ni and potential donors, locally 
and nationally. He recently sat 
down with The Chronicle to dis-
cuss his goals for this academic 
year. 
The C hronicle: Before you came 
to C olumbia you were in semi-
retirement. W hy d id you decide 
to then come to Columbia and 
stay? · 
Wins ton : I came primarily 
because [P resident Warrick L. 
Caner] needed some help. A fter I 
got here he asked me if I would 
stay. I did becal!se I really and 
truly had a syn1biosis with the 
campus and students and the staff 
and everyone e lse. I liked what I 
saw, I liked what I felt and I was 
moved by that. It is an institution 
that I thought I could make an 
impact in. Believe me when I tell 
you that if the vibes had been bad I 
would not be here, but the vibes 
wen~ very good and thus far they 
are still good . · 
W h at a re you r goals for 
Institu tion al Advancement this 
year ? 
What we are attempting to do 
here is to improve the fundraising 
capabilities of the office and to 
strengthen the outreach and public 
awareness of the college. My goal 
is to ensure at the end of the next 
fi scal year we have more fmancial 
resources than we have had in the 
past. 
H ow d oes a private libera l arts 
college compete with other 
schools to get fundraising? 
Fundraising in colleges starts 
with the board of the college. 
See Winston, Page 9 
Tuesday September 12 
Student Jam 
with Gary Yerkins 
12:30 PM 
Wodnosday Soptombor 13 
Corky S1egel Chamber 
Blues Workshop 
12 30 PM 
Thyrtday Soptombor 14 
Jal/ Faculty Concert 
12 30 ~M 
'-Aift~IIJ fJ•vt 10 14 A Mhrhly•rt Avt 
AU ,,,.,,,,. •r• ,,,. ' ur ffltttl lrtfo r 1 1 )J"M4 tl lOU 
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Columbia Colle e.Chicago (., 
ps getting better! 
HORN PLAYERS NEEDED 
to audition for the 
Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
TRUMPET*TROMBONE *SAXOPHONE 
For more Inform tlon cont ct Scott H II 
shall@colum.edu or 312.344.6233 
., ...................... ._., ... , ,,. 
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Renegades: fundraising. "We tried to be as democratic 
with [the money) as possible, 
because there was only a limit-
ed amount of money to go out ," 
Cottone said. " I didn't want one 
money needs to be found. tiona! funding they will need. 
5 
fundrai se the amount they need, 
Schroeder said. 
Like the Student Organization 
Council, the Student Athleti c 
Association will match what 
teams can raise. 
' sport to feel like they didn't 
Continued from Front Page have a vote as to where the 
money should be going." 
Sports to share 
tight budget 
To help cut some costs, each 
player on the NCBA team will 
pay membership dues of up to 
$200, among other costs, 
Holihan said. Those students 
will have the entire semester to 
pay those dues and could 
receive some financial help 
from fundraising. 
"The thing is, if they want to 
make their athletics work, they 
need to go out there and 
fundraise ," Cottone said. "It 
takes a lot work. No one just 
hands you a bat and says 'Go 
out there, have a good time.'" 
But Chris Schroeder, presi-
dent of the Renegades, doubts 
that team members can raise a 
majority of the money needed , 
so they" are looking for alterna-
tive sources of funding to sup-
plement the fundraising. 
Neverthe less, faculty advise r 
Howard Schlossberg be lieves 
the future of the Renegades 
baseball team is " terribly excit-
ing." He is confident that the 
baseball teams wi ll pave the 
road for other sports to excel. 
$4 ,000. This year, they' re 
expecting to operate at $5,000 to 
$6,000, said Adam Salasek, 
treasurer o f the Renegades. 
However, the baseball team has 
not yet proposed its formal 
budget request to the Student 
Athletics Association. 
All sports clubs will share 
$10,000 which comes from the 
Office of Student Leadership, 
run b y director Dominic 
Cottone. While the sports will 
receive some money, Cottone 
said teams understand that a 
considerable amount will have 
to be collected from dues and 
Trustees: 
However, the Student Athletic 
Assnc.i1tion 's current budget 
will be easi ly drained by the 
currently established four 
sports. teams, let alone another 
I 0 or so that are in the creation 
process. 
"[The $ 1 0,000) is way less 
than a drop in the bucket," 
Salasek said. 
For the baseball team alone, 
the fee to join the NCBA, about 
$1,500, would most likely use 
up their allocated budget. While 
there are several ideas as to how 
the teams can be funded, those 
involved fully realize that more 
within the bounds of that, I hope it 
gives us an edge on better serving 
"The thing is, if they want 
to make their athletics 
work, they need to go out 
there and fundraise. " 
- Dominic Cottone, 
director of Student Leadership 
Cottone said students should 
not be surprised to face these 
costs. 
"You pay to play," he said . 
Even after that, the teams will 
have to decide how much addi-
her performance. 
"We find that right now 
[with) the budget being as low 
as it is and all of these di fferent 
sports popping up, the college is 
going to have to stand up and 
give the students more money 
for what they're ask ing," 
Schroeder said. 
Students are displaying such a 
great need for funding that it is 
unlikely they will be able to 
" I really think it's going to 
raise the profi le of sports for the 
whole college and maybe give 
birth to some other teams," 
Schlossberg said. 
Students can support the 
Renegades' NCBA team by 
attending its fust preseason game 
at Northeastern Illinois University 
at 2:30p.m. Sept. I 7. The official 
season does not begin until March. 
amaurer@chroniclef!lail. com 
S d firs the students." tu ent trustee t Mark Kelly, vice president of 
" I want the board to want me 
to be .there," she said. " I want 
the board to see that it is impor-
tant to have a student there. I 
hope I can get that across." in 30 years 
Continued f rom Front Page 
meeting on Sept. 14. 
Many sensitive issues, such as 
land purchasing,- are discussed at 
the meetings. Such reasons are 
why the board was hesitant to 
allow a student to see the inner 
dealings of Columbia, Kelly said. 
One of the stipulations of Kelly's 
position is the promise of secrecy. 
Andrew Breen, vice president of 
the SGA, said the decision to have 
a srudent trustee will he beneficial 
to the future of the school. 
"A student trustee will give us a 
little better insight into the admin-
istration's plans for the school," he 
said. "I fully understand that she's . 
under a privacy obliga:.:on, but 
Srudent Affairs and head of the 
Srudent Affairs Committee, said 
the trustee position shows how 
far student representation has 
come at the college. 
"This is a process that has 
been unfolding at Columbia for 
years," he said. "Go back five 
years ago and , there was no 
legimitate student voice on 
campus. There was no student 
government and there was little 
to no student representation 
anywhere in the college on gov-
ernance bodies and on ad-hoc 
committees that ·planned any-
thing." 
One of the long-term goals of 
the position is to have a future 
student trustee gain voting 
power,Annie Kelly said, admit-
ting t.:> the pressure of having 
furure student trustees riding on 
Neither· Kelly nor Breen 
would divulge what they plan to 
possibly present to the board 
this year. 
Kelly, a three-year veteran of 
the SGA, will remain on the 
association's Executive Board. 
Students are mixed on the 
potential benefits of a student 
trustee. 
" It all depends on how open-
minded the board will be," said 
Anne Hinkelman, a senior liber-
al arts major. "They dido 't seem 
too receptive in the pas t. 
Hopefully, this isn't just to 
appease the students and they 
are genuinely in terested in hear-
ing the student's voice." 
jjaworski@chronidemail.com 
Michael Jarecki/ The Chronicle 
Annie Kelly, Columbia's student t:ustee, will attend her first board 
meeting on Sept 14. 
ATTENTION CLASS OF 2007! 
THE DATE OF COMMENCEMENT 2007 HAS CHANGED! 
Please mark your calendars: the Columbia College Chicago 2007 
commencement exercises for undergraduate and graduate 
students will take place on: 
SATURDAY, MAY 12, 2007 at Navy Pier 
Please bookmark the commencement websites as your _check point fo r: 
• information on Commencement and Manifest 
• details on the graduation ceremonies 
•the undergraduate seniors listserv for informative email updates 
•travel and hotel information 
Visit today and check back often! 
Undergrads MUST visit the site to join the seniors only listserv! 
www .colu m.ed u/ commencement 
Graduate students please check: 
www.colum.edujgraduatejgradcompreppage.html 
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EFFECTIVE THIS 
SEM ESTE'R 
If you are enrolled· for at least six credit 
hours and your immunization records are 
·not up to date and on file with the college 
by November 1, 2006, you will be blocked 
from future registration. 
In order to be up-to-date and in compliance with the State of Illinois and the 
college, you must submit proof that you have been immunized against 
tetanus-diphtheria, measles, mumps, and rubella. 
In many cases your high school or physician will have your immunization history on f ile. 
You may request to have them sent directly to the address above. If you are unable to 
obtain your records, you must be re-im munized. 
To help ensure compliance with the new policy, the Student Health Center will be offering 
immunizations for Columbia College students during the month of September. To make 
an appointment to receive your immunizations at the Student Health Center, please 
register at th is website: 
www.colum.edu/ Student_Life/ lmmunization_Fall_2006.php 
The cost of immunization at the Student Health Center is as follows: 
Tetanus/ Diphtheria $45 (you must have received a tetanus shot within the last 
1.0 yea rs) 
TDAP $60 
Tetanus, Diphtheria and Pertussis - only tetanus and diphtheria is needed to ful-
fill requirements hut im muniL(J /ion for per tuss is, or whooping cough, may be 
recom mcncJecJ for some students. 
MMR (Measles, Mumps, and Rubella) $95 eacl1 1 2 required (two separate 
shots required over your lifeti me) 
Columbia coL L E a E c H 1 c A a o ~ 
U.S. Cellular® gets me ... so I can always get the score. 
INTERESTED in club sports at Columbia? 
Show up this Wednesday! 
Sept. 15th at 6pm in the HUB. 
1104 S. Wabash, Lower Level 
~ '\ 
**IMPORtANT** **IMPORTANT** 
tf CURRENT SPORTS 
Baseball- Cycling- Soccer- Wrestling- Cross Country 
tf CURRENT SPORTS INTERESTS 
Tennis- Fast-Pitch Softball - 16" Softball -Volleyball . 
Women's Basketball - Men's Basketball - Flag Football 
Raquetball- Women's Lacrosse- Men's Lacross 
Ultimate Frisbee - Cheerleading- Swimming 
Want to sign up? Don't see your interest on the list? 
NO PROBLEM! 
Visit http:// ATHLETICS.COLUM.EDU 
tf ANNOUNCMENTS 
Soccer 
Thanks to all of those who came out to tryouts this 
past weekend! 
If you did not make the team and still wish to play, 
Attend our meeting this Wednesday at 6pm at the HUB 
Baseball 
Thanks to all of those who came out to tryouts this 
past weekend! 
NEXT GAME: Sunday Sept. 17th at NEIU at 2 :30pm 
If you did not make the team and still wish to play, 
Attend our meeting this wednesday at 6pm at the HUB 
'*US. CeDular 
We connect with you: 
tf Convocation was a HUGE success! 
We received over 600 signatures from students 
interested in joining a sport on campus! 
Those students, as well as ANYBODY interested in 
_joining a sport should attend our meeting this 
Wednesday, Sept. 13th at 6pm at the HUB 
tf Fitness and Intramural& 
Free classes for Columbia students held at the fitness 
center loocated at Roosevelt University - Marvin Moss 
Center at 425 S. Wabash, 4th Floor. 
*PIIates- Every Wednesday in September 4:30-5:30pm 
*Abs- Thursdays 6-6:30pm 
*Cardlo Klckbox- Thursdays 6:30-7:00pm 
The Renegades are looking for anyone interested in 
being our Marketing-Events Coordinator! 
Please contact us through our website if interested. 
The Renegades are looking for sponsors! If your business 
would like to sponsor club sports, please email us at: 
Athletics@colum.edu 
Student Athletics Association (Renegades) 
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Accord:ag to statis•ics pro-
,·ided bv C'llumbia ·~ office o f 
Rt"searc.h. Evaluation and 
Planning. os o f !sst year 2,000 
students lived in Columl.>ia 's 
donns. With the s tudent p<Jpu-
lation reaclung 11.000. that 
leaves 9.000 students to either 
commute or find ~ous ing ofT-
campus. 
Accordmg ~o-. Kelli Collins, 
assistant director of R<',·dence 
Life. Columboa had a director of 
ofT-campus assistance. but as o f 
:lte 2003-2004 sch<'·?l year. the 
position was cut. 
"\Ve prevoously had an ofT-
campus housing coordonator 
who actually gathered thos mfo 
to give to students. but quite 
honestly. as we gatned more 
housong. 11 was urgent of course 
for us to fill our space before we 
send students elsewhere ... 
Collins saod. 
\\'ahout a dorector o f off-cam-
pus houso ng. Colhns saod 
Columboa 's Rclocatoon Guo de os 
an alternative. 
The guodc. crrated by 
Re"denc~ Lofe. hsts the average 
rates for apartments '" neoghbor-
iooodc uound Chicago. 
The guode al~o provo,Jes tops 
on goo<i quc$110ns to ask whole 
loC'kt~g at apartments and also 
helps ~xrl•m itow lc:t>es read 
De,plle the usefulness o f the 
guode. 11 hasn' t been updated 
"nee ~005. but Colhns saod the 
newer versoon os expected to 
come out within the next few 
weeks. 
In the guide, price ranges for 
neighborhoods are listed based 
on information the office got 
from different leasing compa-
nies and independent landlords, 
Collins said. 
Local real estate agencies like 
Apartment People or Simply 
Roommates are also listed; both 
companies otTer free assistance 
to anyone trying to find an 
apartment. 
Students can still come to 
Residence Life for help with 
oft~campus needs, but Collins 
said most are pointed to the 
guide. However, Molly Grimm, 
housing assognment coordinator. 
said she otTers advice based ofT 
her , · t expenences living in 
the city. 
"A lot of 11 has to do 
near the area. 
According to Mary Jones, 
VIC's housing officer, VIC's 
website lists open apartments 
and anyone can post. 
Jeanette Pena, a work aide at 
sheet for students that lists post-
ings of landlords or students in 
need of roommates. For now, 
though, by word of mouth is 
how students get hold of this 
information, Grimm said. 
Lauren Linch, DePaul 's housing 
office. said students 
in need of informa-
tion can turn to the 
student center for 
listings of open 
apartments. 
"A lot of it has to 
do with a common 
sense of street 
smarts. " 
an assis tant in 
DePaul 's housing 
office, said that 
another option 
open to students is 
DePaul 's new 
affiliate hous ing, Unlike UIC and 
DePaul, Columbia 
does not offer a 
website to go to 
- Molly Grimm, 
housing assignment 
coordinator 
· Loft Right. 
This is the first 
for infomration, and without a 
student center, listings are scat-
tered around campus, making it 
harder to locate. 
Coll ins said for th.: nex t 
semester they are looking into 
creating some sort of spread-
year DePaul is 
offering affiliate housing to its 
students because of the high 
demand for loft-style liv ing, 
according to Linch. 
Linch also said that Loft Right 
is very similar to an ofT-campus 
apartment. 
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" Basically they have their 
own billing management, sp it is 
not done through DePaul, but 
they only house DePaul stu-
dents," Linch said. 
Although affiliate housing is 
not available to Columbia stu-
dents, Collins said they are 
looking into the possibility, but 
are not sure when it would go 
into effect. 
For now, students will have to 
turn to the relocation guide or 
independently search on their 
own for any assistance to find an 
apartment outside of Columbia's 
dorms. Although this may cause 
problems for students who live 
out of state, Grimm assures that 
the guide is an effective enough 
way to find an apartment. 
jzimmennan@chroniclemail.com 
with a common sense 
of street smarts," 
Grimm said. op Five Zip Codes Where Most Students Move 
When it comes to 
what neoghborhoods 
students are moving to. 
Royal Dawson. a semor 
research analyst for the 
offi~e of Research, 
Evaluation and 
Plannmg. saod 11 can 
basocally be tracked 
along tl1e Blue and Red 
Lones, but Lakevoew has 
the hoghest populatiOn 
o f Columbia students 
outs ode of tlte 60605 zop 
code, whoch covers the 
SouLir Loop area. 
Un11·ersotoes near 
Columboa's campus. 
ltke the Umvcrsoty of 
II ltnoos at Chocago and 
DePaul Un11·ersoty. offer 
places or websues to Its 
students and landlords 
to po5t open apartments 
1. 60605 South loop 
2. 60637 Lakeview 
3. 60622 Wicker Park 
4. 60647 Bucktown 
5. 60613 Lincoln Park 
18.5% Students living on campus 
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BliCK TO ~CHOOL 
' 
CANVAS 
Art Alternatives ~~ OFF 
PAINT 
40~ OFF Golden heavy body 2oz & 5oz tubes, 
Gamblin 37ml and Winton oil 37ml & 200ml 
30~ OFF Winsor & Newton oil 37ml. Williamsburg 40ml 
BRUSHES 
Winsor & Newton and Princeton open-stock ~~ OFF 
ASSORTED PAPER P~DS ~~OFF 
SELECT MABEF EASELS ~~ OFF 
~9.1},~~ 
714 ~In Strett In Evinston 147 ....... 1 
~ p.wldftg It twohtirt. 
Goofs b IO<Ittd H IO(hltst of the 
<TA Pulpit Unund Mttrl Union Ptdftc NoltiUIOIIS-
www.got~ltfiYIIIIttll.etlll 
Open Sunday 11- 6 , Weekdays 9- 7, Saturday 9- 6 
Sai. 1nd1 Oetoblr II. 2006. Golde" 1o1t eltdr S.ptulblr 30, 1006 




Continued from Page 3 
After some discussion, fin-
gers started pointing at Michael 
Gutweiler, an intern Turk hired 
after she realized her newfound 
fame gave her more work than 
she could handle. Gutweiler, a 
former graphic arts major at 
Columbia, was charged with 
felony burglary, but is out on 
bond and awaiting trial , a 
process that could take over a 
year, Turk said. 
The artwork is yet · to be 
found, and Turk highly· doubts 
that she' ll ever · get the pieces 
back. Despite the missing paint-
ings, Turk said she has come to 
.accept what happened and took 
inspiration from the incident to 
make the current exhibit. 
"There's definitely partr, of me 
in each piece, but I've worked 
through it and I'm just happy I 
wasn't there," Turk said. " It could 
have been a lot worse, so it's 
unfortunate the paintings can't be 
replaced, but what can you do 
really? You just gotta move on." 
Turk bas since hired a new per-
sonal assistant to replace Gutweiler. 
Darick Maasen, a former American 
Academy of Art student, knows 
Turk from framing her art pieces for 
the past three years and helps her 
with everything from managing the 
website to setting up shows and 
helping clients. Maasen said that 
almost each piece in the current 
exhibit is sold and more clients are 
interested. 
As her popularity grows, 
Turk is considering opening 
another gallery either in 
Chicago or elsewhere. ·until 
she makes that move, she is 
busy with the exhibit and 
recently had artwork featured 
in an indie film, Quebec, fea-
turing John C. Reilly, which 
was filmed in the city. Turk 
also has plans to attend 
Columbia again i.n the future to 
help keep her art fresh. 
"I think thai it's so great to go 
back [to Columbia] and get your 
eyes tlpened again and get some of 
that ·energy from some of the other 
people, and see what other people 
are working on," Turk said. 
tbreyne@chroniclemail.com 
Francine Turk's South Loop gallery, 18 E. Cullerton St. , was broken 
into July 13. 
Tired 
. . . 
Eric Winston, vice president of Institutional Advancement, plans to decrease Columbia's dependency 
on tuition by increasing gifts and donations. 
Winston: 
Vice president 
seeks to reconnect 
alumpi with 
Cohnnbia 
Contim;edfrom Page 3 
You have to have a strong board 
and a giving board. In addition 
to that, fundraising and getting 
the support that college needs 
comes from building strong 
relationships from the local and 
national community ... and from 
building strong relationships 
with the products of the college. 
Why has it been so hard to get 
alumni to give back to 
Columbia? 
The college has been severely 
disconnected with its alumni. 
All I can say is that there was 
not a concerted effort to keep in 
touch with the alumni. It's been 
changing in the last year or so. 
What we're doing is laying the 
groundwork and the framework 
for this coming home, this gath-
ering of Columbians, this 
Columbia renewal. 
Isn't it hard to establish that 
relationship if Institutional 
Advancement continues to have 
a turnover of management? 
Obviously. That:.O why I'm 
here- to stop the turnover. Let 
me say that's a true statement, 
but if tl\e basic processes are in 
place, the person who sits in my 
chair can change routinely if a 
good staff is there to carry on 
the work. 
Is the college still working on a 
capital campaign that was 
aiming to raise $50 million? 
$20 million. We're in the 
silent phase; we' re just going 
around and talking to potential 
donors about what we are trying 
to do. This particular campaign 
is designed to build capacity. We 
are going out and talking to peo-
ple who may have an interest in 
Columbia College Chicago. 
Isn't $20 million a lot of 
money for a school that has no 
history of a capital campaign 
that size? 
No, not really. We had a firm 
do a review, and they felt that 
we could raise about $15 million 
through a feasibil ity study, and 
the board decided to make it 
about $20 million. We feel con-
fident that we can reach that 
goal. We certainly have associ-
ated with us people that can 
make that happen. The question 
is, will they' step up to the plate? 
And that's our job, that's my 
job , the president' s job, the 
board 's job, to get these people 
to do it. 
of getting 
·,. dirty fingers? 
VIsit us online at www.columblachronlcle.com 
1D 
Barkey: 
From the mailroom 
to the doghouse 
Continued from Page 3 
which he largely contributes to 
the semester in L.A., Barkey 
said that when he was trying •o 
enroll in the program, 
Columbia 's staff met him with 
strong negativity. 
"The thing with the Coiumbia 
teachers is, the reason they are 
back at Columbia teaching is 
ber,ause L.A. didn't work out for 
them, and that"s why they're not so 
keen abou! going out to L.A.," 
Barkey said. 
Barkey felt his teachers' pride 
in Columt>b as an independent 
film ~chocl gN in the way of 
encouraging him to be part of 
the program in L.A. , which 
focuses tnore on mainstream 
films. The teachers also said 
that once the five weeks were 
over, most students wouldn' t be 
ab le to find jobs, according to 
Barkey. 
However, Barkey's instructor 
at the program, Craig Gore, first 
introduced him to The Firm, 
because he knew Barkey was in 
L.A. to stay. 
" He has the attitude to do 
what it takes to get the job," 
Gore .said. "He made it clear 
from day one that he would be 
getting into the business, and 
there was no question about it." 
Barkey's former boss, Chris 
Kerr, who worked wit:, him at 
Columbia'~ woodshop, said he 
saw Barkey's passion in film 
and music after watching some 
of his videos. 
"He was already kind of a rock 
star," Kerr said. 
Mike Samm, Barkey's former 
roommate, said that he was 
made for the kA. scene. 
"Y :vin can be a real goof-
ball , t;ut when it's time to work, 
he's dead serious," Samm said. 
"He literally went to the library 
an<! got a book of every single 
L.A. agency to send his portfo-
lio out to and must have sent 
them out to I 00 agencies before 
he left." 
Even though Barkey was 
studying film editing, he real-
ized during the program that 
music management was more of 
the direction he wanted to take 
because of the job security it 
provided. By not having to look 
for work every few weeks like 
Barkey felt he would have to do 
in film, music managment made 
more sense to him. 
in .the mailroom and helped 
Barkey get the job. 
"When you start at The Finn, 
they' re like, 'You will probably 
be in the mailroom for a mini-
mum of six months,' and I was 
in the mailroom for only three 
weeks," Barkey said. "I really 
got lucky." 
Just three weeks into his new 
mailroom job, an opening for an 
ass istant position to the head of 
new media and digital technolo-
gy came Barkey's way. 
Originally starting his studies 
in Canada at Western Canada 
University, Barkey received a 
B.A. in media information tech-
nology culture, making his B.A. 
from Columbia in- film editing 
his second. Barkey said this was 
largely the reason why he stood 
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out among other applicants to 
David Kang, head of digital 
media at The Finn, who ended 
up hiring him. 
Still, Barkey knew he wanted 
to be more involved in the hip-
hop world. 
Just· four months into his 
assistant position, a lifetime gig 
headed Barkey's way. 
Constance Schwartz, manager · 
for David Banner and Snoop 
Dogg, was looking for an assis-
tant for the two rap arti sts. 
Barkey quickly jumped at the 
opportunity to switch desks. 
Barkey said his love for hip-
hop, and the two bachelor 's 
degrees on his resume, could 
have largely contributed to why 
he was able to the land the job. 
He also said it was because of 
his non-L.A. roots. 
"They love people from L.A. 
that aren't from L.A.," Barkey 
said. "They saw me as a kid who 
left everything behind and you 
could take a chance with." 
Currently Barkey is still 
working as an ,assistant to both 
Snoop Dogg atld David Banner. 
"I'm basically Snoop Dogg's 
bitch," he said. "He's just a reg-
ular-ass person needing help." 
Looking to take on new rap 
artist Saigon, from the HBO 
series Entourage, Barkey hopes 
to continue with his fast-paced 
success. 
"He is one of the illest artists 
out there, and people just think-
he is !In actor," Barkey said. 
jzimmennan@chroniclemail.com 
Barkey said he also learned ,..----------------------------------------, 
from guest speakers throughout 
the progral!l that the best way 
into the music industry is start-
ing off at an entry level posi-
tion in the mailroom at an 
agency, which is what he did. 
He graduated in June 2005, 
directly following his semester 
in L.A., and started working for 
a small agency in the area called 
Allure. 
However, Allure, an agency 
that helps actors find work in 
ads, quickly wore thin for 
Barkey. 
Making little money, he had 
to pick up a second job working 
as a telemarketer on the week-
ends. Working seven days a 
week between the two jobs, 
Bark"Y said he was ready to 
mo v-e on and dive into the 
music industry. 
Turning back to his Columbia 
roots, Barkey asked Gore for 
help in getting his foot in the 
door at The Finn. Gore intro-
duced Barkey to Katherine 
Ripley, an assistant to the L.A. 
program, who had a connection 
Lucky listeners jam 
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Need a Regular Part-Time Job? 
It's NOT TOO SOON TO Start Looking! 
~ 
!I. 
~ Attend the Student Employment Job Fair 06! 
When: Thursday, September 21, 2006 . 
11 am until3 pm , 
Where: Hokin Annex 
623 S. Wabash, 1st floor 
The event is open to all Columbia College Chicago students. 
,: Come and network~ith ,mp~yt:ffSl~ a wide range of 
American Girl Place, 
Express, Coach, Radio Shack, 
Chicago Bears Retail, Marshall Fields, . 
Dunkin Donuts, UPS, FedEx, 
CPS AVID Tutor/Mentor Progr 
TheatreDreams, Essex Inn 
NIKE town, IMAX, Office M ,, 
and more. 
Sponsored by Student Employment 
Division of Student Affairs 
in , ,,riesytJress sharp,)act professional, 
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Thursday, September 14th 5-7pm 
Reception on 3rd floor of Library 
624 S. Michigan Avenue 






33 E. Congress Building, 6th Floor 
RETURNING STUDENTS: 
(Those who had a IJ-Pass last semester and 
early registered.) 
33 E. Congress Building, 6th Floor 
Dht~ibution LOLc', !ln 
3i i . Congf'ess Building, 6th FIOOI' 





(Due to constf'uction, the 33 E. Congress Building will be a one-time distf'ibution 
location. We apologize (of' the inconvenience.) 
Remember': U-Passes are activated September' 5th. 
if you use youf' U-Pass pl'ior to th2 activation dat2, 








are giving computer 
geellas a cllance to go 
mainstream into ttle 
music world 
to security, the guards 
actually spent more time 
worrying about some 
crazy old lady and her 
cat than they did think-
ing about me. I walked 
right on through. No 
bag rummaging, no 
frisking, no stri p search-
ing. 
Here's the th ing 
though: Yes, that o ld 
lady was probably a lit-
tle nuts. but I' m a com-
munist sympath izing art 
school liberal with a 
hard-on for black listed 
Dear Department 
of Homeland 
authors and a curious 
inclination toward steal-
ing candy bars from 
convenience stores. I 
enjoy accusing people 
of being •· fasctst pigs." 
I ride a bike . I'm the 
enemy. boys. Security, 
Well. first of all. let me sa) that I 
am incred1bl) thankful for how qu ic ~-
1) I got through airport securll) last 
wee~end At O'Hare Atrport. I 
allowed myself a ton of time before 
m) flight beca~se I figur~d I'd sit in 
ltne for an hour. after wh;ch the secu-
rity guys wou ld empty my bags all 
over a tab le and feel me up Yet. as it 
turned out. things are a bit more 
relaxed now. at leas t for my demo-
graphic . 
I got through the line in about I 0 
mtnutes. "hich is pretty good for a 
busy tra\ el da) like the Saturday of 
Labor Da) weekend Then when I got 
So why not mery Why 
dtd I sltp ~o easily 
through your litt le barn-
erry Why did that nutty lady get held 
up for the enttre t1me I spent tn hne. 
and even longer after I walked a" a) 
do wn the term1nalry Why d1d ;ou 
• ~o 1ke he r throw away her cat foodry 
This docsn ·r all add up to me. but I 
presume there was somethtng I was 
missing. Maybe that little cat gave an 
officer the evil eye. or maybe that old 
coot had some k1nd of rtdtculous 
crimtnal record or a few hard-to-
explain connections with the KGI1 
Maybe the cat food was actuall) 
explos1ve cat food Who know~ry 
Here 's what I th1 n~ . though I thtn~ 
that or lad) gave ) our goon~ ,, hard 
Instead of filltng out 
the Suf'ey lt~e a regu-
lar desperate pcf\on . 
tootmg m} ov. n hom 
and \pouttng Ill) deer 
thoughts on ~50 "ord' 
or le~'- I deudcd to 
sho" m\ cruc color' 
f h.-rc '' \~hat I l.unc up 
"'th 
For fun : 
Are you my 
match? 
I lr~e sltlmg on Ill) 
as' and domg nothmg. 
but I also lr~c C\crcos-
mg and bemg actrvc So 
basicalh. I ha-c mult i-
ple pcrsonalrtic> I' ll 
probably SUbjeCt )'OU 10 
watchong mass amounts 
of grrlrc TV. mcludmg. 
but not lrmtted to, "Sex 
and the C rty." " Laguna 
Beach" and "Grey's 
Anatomy ... because I 
find rt funny 
My job: 
Last weeltmd I got home from a 
fnmcfs party, and, though I WaJ 
w~ekcd !Ired, I s1.1yed up and sat 
around my ltvmg room trytng to do a 
"OMword puule A f\er about a llalf 
hour of tl.ltttng at tile paper. my room-
mate e<~me home and an overv1ew of 
oor nrg.hts wmelww le;od to me filltng 
rout a mmll eom wrvey I have no 1dea 
how I e-nded up at the wet>oote. but 
""'" I WaJ tllere. I fi~tured why not 
malte a pr!1filc" Talk on!( to creepy peo-
ple onlme ~ld pml>ahly ki>d to a 
poknf.al ltfe JXtrtner. ro((ht ry 
lla. nfC)It A• O<IOfl a• the •urvey 
•tifrted a•long que•lrlon• ~~JUt my 
'>J>tnf<l'n on CJ!()(K prt• (nl> oprnoml) 
:wid my fllmfll ~'""(green). I kn~w 
rll~r tlu• w t,orte rully ,. ~ 1oke 
I am a journalist who 
gets moody around 
deadlrne time I don ' t know what I 
want to do wrth my ltfe. but I'm fairly 
certain tl does not involve settling 
Jnwn. gettmg m1rrred 1nd having 
kids Stop readmg rrght now tf that ts 
what you want at nny pomt m your 
lr fe 
My roll«lous ~llefs: 
I'm not "'re whot I beltcve. but I 
know ,,-, not that wmc btg dude ,. 
above me watch rng every mc>vc I 
make Yet I thrnk everyone •hc>uld 
llelrcvc w mcthrng flh well. let'• wo, 
phrlnwph•cal over w llce mill "'·•YI>c 
I'll fol!tlf •nmcthm~ ""' 
~·nnrltr hut •pnh• 
M y lOtH h 1<= ,, '~• vt tt l l c f al rlv l'vr 
h»cl the ,,..,,, or '"""'It ... !rep thc•c 
on.rr•<l nf mv hcol I ,[,,. lok r c hrnp 
Love us or hate us ... 
W• 'd Jov• lo n.ur ffom you liow lo coni 1 rn. WOld 
time. She's probably pretty stubborn, 
and maybe she didn't like the hurried 
atmosphere of O'Hare, self-described 
as " the world 's bus iest airport." She 
probably gave you a bit of sass , and 
you decided to flex those time-wast-
ing muscles. You sure showed her-
and her cat. 
I, on the other hand, was nice and 
respectful. I took o ff my shoes; I took 
off my belt. I laid my stuff out Oat in 
the bus tub and walked on through the 
metal detector without a word. It was 
all so easy. 
The way that went down doesn:t 
seem quite right to me. I think that 
wannabe terrorists, when they make 
thei r way through ai rport security, 
Jon 't try to bring their cats through or 
make a fuss about stupid procedures. 
In fact , I'd wager that they are just as 
obedient as I am, just as nonchalant, 
and slip just as easily under the radar, 
especia lly whi le the security guards 
arc so distracted by such non-threats 
as liJtle ol' Miss Jackson and her cat, 
Cupcake 
Don 't get me wrong. Department of 
Homeland Security; I think you guys 
arc domg a good JOb. tf only by vrrtue 
of the lack of tcrromt attacks But it's 
been five year' srnce 9 II Grve the 
I IItie old ladies a break, and start pay-
mg attention to people cap>tble of rad-
rcalosm. lrke me Go ahead, search 
through my bag : I' m fine with it, and 
I' ve got nothing to hide. But leave 
M tss Jackson and her cat alone, you 
fascist prgs She hasn 't had a radical 
thought <tnce the McCarthy era. 
mhl·rne a chromclemad cont 
food ~uch '" l.llo Bell. Pomper and 
l'otbcll) You could probabl~ ta~e me 
there for ,, d.1tc and I'd be cool wtth 
th.ll But I'd prot>abl) thon~ ~ou were 
n:(lll) chctiP 
Fa> or ite th ings : 
I l'"c ,e,, drrn~ong and offens rve 
humor l'he' all ran~ h1gh on m) II'! of 
lilt.• , l:,fl'. tl'-' ' ' thiiH!' \.1u'te doc~ as 
" ell \\ hole I don ' t have the best taste 
1n nHJ'II... , I c.:.m he .1 '\nob about 1t and 
ha-c been ~""" n to lo~c rc,pcct for 
people th.ll hJ> e bJd t."te 
F.>en more information about me: 
I'm 1rrat1onal ac runes hccau'ie of the 
fact that I lr~e to be rrght mo't of the 
t1me. I don 't have prett) toe~. so don't 
talk to me rf )OU have a foot fct tsh 
Somettmes I snore and drool. but I'm a 
good cuddler I have we trd qutrks such 
as namtng my pet' ,md 1Pod Kevtn 
Bacon and often tell l.1me 10~es that I 
find hilan ous 
I could write far more than this, but 
I'm bored wrth talk ing about myself 
and thts honesty thtng rs ktlhng me. 
It's nice to get t! out of the way. 
though. rother than sift through profile 
after profile to find a decent guy I can 
fake t! wrth- both in and out of bed. 
most likely. 
Unfortunutcly. you hnvc to pny to 
get thts profi le set up nnd have people 
look at tl. whtch wo< rea lly just tllkmg 
the whole toke a btl too fnr I'm will int~ 
to was te my lime t•nswcnn¥ dumb 
lluestlon• but I ccrtnml won 1 WilSi e 
my muncy I here fort' , th1s column hns 
become my own mnlch tom prunlc fur 
the nc, t week rhou11h you can 't ~ce 
my tlltswn• lu the multtplc t hl'ttc 
quc•llun•. I lhmk y!1u j!C! lhc ldcQ of 
whnt I'm nil nbmrl lnt1ulro wlthm If 
youllunk l'm l>ltc h(lt. tool chick 
Mark &yrn. ~ rnbyrn f\ronlelemoll.eom • (312> 3'"•8969 
Rattn.Q.t <iYl5lt 
So. 11 that movt• 
worth wotehlng? 
Thot CD worth 
t>uytng? Count 
ttl• ~min 
ftOC:h reYtew and 
UM tt'lll handy 
chof't to flnct out. 
Mory Kr~k - mkro.ck@ehronlc lemoll.com • (312) 3AIA•8971 
MJeh<* CIOir• • rnclolr hronlc l moll.com • (312) l.U·8982 
lreont White • bWhlt l'ltonlctemoll.com • (312) l.U·e970 
Every weekday at I 0 a.m. Central Standard 
Time. a horrible event happens. All across the 
Midwest. television watchers are at risk of being 
subjected to an unspeakable terror-"The View." 
The show is an hour long recipe for disaster with a 
~prinkle of humility and a dash of insanity over an 
offensive amount of stupidity to make one disgust-
ing estrogen stew. 
For those who are blessed enough to never have 
encountered the show, it goes something like this: 
Four women who are suwosed to represent every-
day females sit around a coffee table obnoxiously 
trying to out-talk each other with brainless com-
ments on social issues and then attack the special 
guest of the day with pointless questions that ~ave 
no room for intelligence. These characters eac:h 
speak for women of all ages and ~views,'' hence the 
witty name. Here's a breakdown of the cast 
Bubua Wallen: Or more affectionately 
known as Baba Wawa. She represents the older-
than-sin demographic.. the kind that say anytbiac 
offensive. because they' re too friddn' old to can. 
Elisa~tll HUMlbec.k: The youna. lllhetive 
one. That's where the good stuff ends. Slle is wp-
posed to re~1\l a )'OIRIF' .....- lllll is 
tnstead a maid. mouthy 4-~-old lnlll*l Ia • 
twentysomethina's body. Slae - on "Swwi¥Gr. 
The Australian Outbedc." 'Nuffsaid. 
hy •liar: Tbe overly ot.oxioul•"1c::~~~aa-MdiiiiiJ••••f'" 
who is full of henelf. Sbe ,..._.. ...., .._ 
women in the worid wtlo lllllltlw• _....__ 
away the qer, casifta a hup cycle.,.._ Sill 
never has anythlq wwthwlle to 1111lllll.._ .. 
we htar it aoyw.,-. 
Rosie O'OotiHI: As the new ectdltioe .. 1M 
aroup. O'Donnell WltlJiV. Btharsdlf~ 
whtn It comes to slloutln&IIIOI'OI'IIc ._, na.p 
we're not ur. whatllle ......-.we iiiillk it l!lill 
· omtllllna to do whb the mbslna liM......_..,. 
1111dm1111. 
Aa ll~e show oontlnlllt on Into ill JOdi...,.... 
lord know 1\Qw tlllt ~ WOIIIa Mt 
only llumlllate ltlematlvtt l'liOI't 1M ,we 1M 
l'tn\lle rKe " hOI'flble ,.m.tk.lll. they beCOIM 




Hairy dudes: Forget muscles, nothing is 
manlier than a chest bursting with hair. I 
know, everyone always says, "Ew, hairy 
men remind me of my dad." Yeah, so 
what? Dads are hot. Two words: busi-
ness suits. 
Gyros: I may be a little biased because 
I'm llalf Greek, but nothing says deli-
cious more than a hunk of meat rotating 
under a scorching heat lamp all day. 
Slice a few slivers off that smokin' hot 
baby, stuff it between a warm, fluffY 
pita, finish it off with a glutinous, 
creamy white sauce and call it a night. 
G litter : Everything about it is just so 
mysterious and magical, yet tacky at the 
same tiine. I mean, what is it really? 
Shards of shiny paper all mashed up 
together, thrown into cutesy bottles that 
are sold to department stores to lure little 
children to smear it all over their faces? 
Sound3 like a good idea to me. 
Leotards: Automatic camel toe means 
automatic awesome. Dancers should 
stop being so greedy and hogging such a 
hot sty I e. Jerks. 
Lupe Fiasco: "Kick Push" was already 
the catchiest song ever, but then I find 
out he ·s a semi-nerdy guy from Chicago 
who loves to skateboard. Unreal. Not to 
mention his music video with hot shots 
of our bangin' city. Lupe deserves tons 
of Eskimo kisses, mostly from me. 
Exposure 
Hobo prophets: Reading The Watchmen 
has made me long for the days before the 
gentrification of 'hoods like Belmont 
and Clark. These foul-smelling, 40 
ounce-fueled criers of the Apocalypse 
bothered me when they were here, but 
hindsight is 20/20. To quote Joni 
Mitchell, " Don' t it always seem to go, 
you don't know what you've got till it's 
gone?'' 
Conspiracy theories: Fluoride, a Class 
I toxic chemical, is put into our water at 
one part per million. No big deal if it 
helps our teeth, but the Nuremberg ethi-
cal code of 1947 expressly forbids med-
icating people without consent, and stud-
ies in favor of fluoride's positive effects 
are suspect at best. 
Peter Lorre: As a character actor, h~'s 
second only to Christopher Walken. 
Lorre is probably best known for his 
roles as the perfect archetype of a sexu-
ally ambiguous hatchet man in such noir 
staples as Casablanca and The Maltese 
Falcon. 
Eli Roth: Carrying on the torch of hor-
ror the way it should be, Roth's new 
company, Raw Nerve, takes its inspira-
tion from old-school horror like Evil 
Dead and Two Thousand Maniacs' With 
only two movies under his directorial 
belt, I'm eagerly looking forward to 
what his horror movie Midas Touch wi ll 
do next. 
Phillip K. Dick: Questioning reality 
:hrough his amphetamine-fueled works 
for more than 20 years before he died, 
Dick authored the brilliant source mate-
rial for such films as Blade Runner, 
Screamers, Total Recall, (the sub-par) 




Start of classes: I realize most of 
Columbia's student body is dreading the 
start of the new semester, but this being 
my last semester of college, I figure the 
sooner it starts, the sooner I ' II graduate. 
Bring on the real world. 
Baking: Whether it's cookies, cakes, 
pies or brownies, I like to bake it all. 
There's a distinct possibility that I'm 
really a 65.-year-old grandmother 
trapped in a college student's body. 
President Bus h: Watching Dubya's 
speech last week reminded me just how 
much he entertains me. His inability to 
complete a coherent sentence never fails 
to amuse, astound and terrify me: This 
man is the leader of the free world. 
Public transportation: I actually look 
forward to traveling on the el and city 
buses because they provide such a 
wealth of people-watching opportuni-
ties. One time on the el, a woman wear-
ing a hollowed-out turtle she ll as a neck-
lace sat next to me. Priceless and creepy 
· at the same time. 
Wannabe hippies: A new phenomenon 
has recently popped up on the comer of 
Damen, North and Milwaukee: young 
people (high school age or just out of 
school) attempting to be hippies. Unlike 
most hippies, liowever, who at least 
know how to play an instrument or write 
poetry, these people choose to ·'stick it to 
the man" by wallowing in their own 
tilth . I think they missed the Summer of 
Love by about 40 years. Go home to the 
' burbs and take a bath. 
Two birds share a moment in a puddle left over from the previous day's rain on Aug. 31 at a parking lot on the corner of 
Blue Island Avenue and 18th Street. The rain held off long enough for the two birds to quickly bathe. 
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Altered stoles ond flouting minds 
SpaceTime Tanks offers customers chance at deep self-exploration 
~mongst the circus of sirens 
and celi phones, it's hard to 
imagine a place where tlie roar 
of the el can fall silent to the 
rhyth!n of a heartbeat, but a 
business on the near North Side 
presents such an opportunity. 
Founded in 1982, SpaceTime 
Tanks, 2526 N. Lincoln Ave., 
claims to be the longest-running 
floatation center in the country. 
and has been operating under its 
current management since 1988. 
Devoid of sound, light and 
gravity, SpaceTime utilizes large. 
flotation tanks, also known as 
isolation ·or sensory deprivation 
tanks, to create an almost womb-
like environment. According to 
co-owner Sarah Stephens, these 
conditions provide a means for 
relaxation to the "floater" and 
help to melt away stress and fight 
nagging muscle .and joint pain. 
"There's truly nothing like it," 
Stephens said. . 
The cream colored pDd-like 
tanks, which resemble discarded 
props from the movie Blade 
Runner, are usually 8 feet in 
length and contain about I 0 
inches of water. At 93.5 degrees, 
the water's temperature. reduces 
the sensation of skin-to-water 
contact. 
In addition to the temperature, 
the water contains 800 pounds 
of Epsom salt per tank. These 
salts, which Stephens claims are 
good for the skin, create a buoy-
By Michael Claire/Assistant A&E Editor 
One of the floatation tanks at SpaceTime Tanks. These tanks are designed for the relaxation and rejuve-
nation of the mind and body. 
ancy that eliminates the body's 
gravity, giving the user a Dead 
Sea. A normal floatation session 
lasts an hour, with more experi-
enced floaters sometimes pre-
ferring up to two. 
"It was weird and cool, and it 
made me want to do it more," 
Stephens said. "I remember 
being excited about the idea 
because my oniy knowledge of 
floating before that was from the 
movie Altered States." 
Matthew Buckley, a 30-year-
old employee at Egore's 
Dungeon, described his first 
float as "really restful." 
"I could hear my heart beat-
ing, it was so peaceful it weirded 
me out," Buckley said. 
Floatation tanks have been 
around since the 1950s, when Dr. 
John C. Lilly became enamored 
with the idea of stripping stimuli 
away from the mind and body. A 
physician and psychoanalyst, 
Lilly found that the brain doesn't 
shut down when deprived of exte-
rior stimuli, but actually becomes 
highly active. In the early I 960s 
Lilly began to radically change his 
approach to flotation tank research 
when he began adding LSD to his 
experiments. 
The combination of drug use 
and floating sessions, however, 
are frowned upon at SpaceTime. 
According to space-
timetanks.com, floatation tanks 
offer a wide variety of health 
benefits ranging from increased 
levels of creativity and problem-
solving capabilities to the reduc-
tion and elimination of 
unhealthy habits (i .e. smoking) 
and overall stress and muscle 
relief. 
Stephens claims that floata-
tion has also been scientifically 
proven to slow down brain 
waves to a more creative state. 
Looking for 
part-time work?. 
Dr. Jason Ingham, a 34-year-
old chiropractor at Advanced 
Spine and Sports Care, has 
never used a flotation device, 
but approv.ed of the health bene-
fits associated with floating. 
"Taking gravi ty off of the 
back is always beneficial to the 
health of your 
spine and back," Ingham said. 
Despite the obvious health 
benefits, lying on your back in a 
pitch-black tank can still be an 
anxious and unnatural experi-
ence for many first time floaters 
and is not recommended for 
people with claustrophobia. 
Stephens explains that like 
many hallucinogenic drugs, 
floating is a very individual 
experience. 
"I can never tell someone 
what their experience is going to 
be like exactly, because we're 
providing this environment and 
it 's your own individual person-
ality that's going to determine 
what your experience is like," 
she said. 
Still, Stevens is adamant that 
floaters will at least feel relaxed 
while in the tank. 
"It's very difficult to prevent 
yourself from becoming very 
physically and mentally relaxed," 
Stephens said. 
mclaire@chroniclemail.com 
Opportunities Available for Columbia College Students 
The Center for Community Arts Partnerships {CCAP) is holding open interviews for qualified students 
interested in working part-time with youth in after-school programs throughout the Chicago wea. CCAP is 
looking for students to work as tutors, homework aides, administrative arts program assistants, and arts 
and technology assistants· {i.e. , photo, video, computer science.) 
The ideal candidate should be a Columbia College junior, senior or graduate student and have experience 
working as a tutor or in the disciplines listed above, enjoy working with youth, and have the abiiity to adjust 
to an urban school setting. 
Tuesday, September 19, 2006 
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM - Candidate Interviews 
Center for Community Arts Partnerships 
1112 S. Wabash, 2nd Floor 
Please bring your Columbia College ID, resume and portfolio of your work. Be prepared to fill out an 
application form. For more Information please call 312-344-8850. 
Through Its SchoOl Part.oershlps, CCAP work s wtth K-12 schools in Chk:ago and Evanston to enhance stuUents' education through prOject-based o r arts 
Integrated ~xperlences before, durin& and after school. As a result. classrooms are transformed Into studiOS &'ld performance spaces where stuaents are 
engaged In a powerf\11 tearnln& :ycte ln and through the arts. CCAP's Communtty SchOols lnitlatNe unites tne most important •nlluences m cntldren·s lives -
scnool. family and communtty - to fully suppor t their learning and development. tt offers a full-servk:e approach to educat•on by addressing tne whole Child, 
lnctuding physkal. social and emotional, as well a s academic needs. 
Columbia f3 
C 0 L LEG E C H I C A G o· , 
CE.TEA FOR COIIIIUNITY ARTS PARTNERIHIPI 
\ 
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Calkins is awar~ of the female-
focused ads as well. Yet he thinks 
the campaigns targeting women 
do it "in a much less tongue-in-
cheek way." He said a possible 
reason for that is men may be 
more open to humorous general-
izations. 
John D'Emilio, a profe~sor of 
gender studies at the University 
of Illinois at Chicago, recognizes 
that a series of ads like the 
Mitchum Man campaign can be 
interpreted in a number . of 
ways-but for most viewers who 
don't take it at face value. it is 
mostly harmless. 
" It's all in the viewing," 
D'Emilio said. "Someone can 
look at those things and just· 
laugh and laugh and laugh. And 
other people will see it and aspire 
to the values behind it." 
New ad campaigns rebuke metrosexua/ity, embrace 'manlier' things 
By Mark Byme/A&E Editor 
D'Emilio, who also noticed 
-the ads at his gym, said he recalls 
them as "stupid," but despite 
that, they have a place as a cul-
tural analysis. "What can you do to make 
sweating a lot positive?" asked 
Suzanne L. Fogel, the chair of 
the Marketing Department at 
DePaul University. "There's not 
really a lot." 
Mitchum Deodorant, a product 
of the Revlon Company, sought 
to do just that in an ad campaign 
that debuted this year in CTA el 
cars, as well as in some workout 
centers. 
Th~ ads, however, don't bother 
to direc tly address sweat ing, 
which :s typically the primary 
ccncern of any deodorant brand. 
'lhe approach taken instead is 
blatant praise of exaggerated 
machismo t!lat might be associat-
~d with heavy sweating (accord-
ing to various ads, a Mitchum 
Man might have a stripper pole 
in his apartment- but a "sensi-
tive" Mitchum Man would run 
its installation by his wife first), 
in what some are calling a swing 
back from the recent metrosexu-
ality craze. 
Tim Calkins, a marketing pro-
fessor at Northwestern 
University's Kellogg School of 
Management, said the first ques-
tion to ask about the campaign is, 
"Will it drive sales for the 
brand?'' 
"I think it might [increase 
sales] because it is so different 
from what is out there," Calkins 
said. 
Though there are a few other 
campaigns that have recently 
taken the same tone, Mitchum's 
A NEW CIMIDY FilM TIE BIIECTUR Of "ILIICIIIL" 
BILLY BOB THORNTON JON HEDER 
SSCHOOLFORS COUNDREL 
llff'l A UMf. UAII-TIM. 
attitude stands in direct opposi-
tion to the image-conscious male 
made popular by Bravo's reality 
show, "Queer Eye for the 
Straight Guy," which is in its 
third season. 
Calkins believes not all men 
felt comfortable embracing the 
metrosexuality trend. 
"Now people have said, ' well , 
that's not me, and that doesn ' t 
reflect a lot of people,"' Calkins 
said. 
Fogel first saw one of the ads 
pop up in the gym where she 
works out. The ad read "If 
you ' re not here because of a 
New Years resolution, then 
you' re a Mitchum Man," and she 
reca lls staring at it from the 
elliptical trainer. Fogel also 
thinks it is a backlash from met-
rosexuality, and considers it a 
decent campaign. 
"If you can appeal somehow to 
being really masculine, and 
make that positive, then I think 
it's a great ad campaign," she 
said. 
Fogel also noted that men are 
not the only gender that faces 
stereotype-driven advertisements. 
"A lot of women 's advertise-
ment is still focused on catching a 
man, being attractive, being thin," 
Fogel said, citing Shape maga-
zine, which she cons iders a rela-
tively positive magazine. In it, 
she said, ads for Nike run along 
side ads for weightloss solutions 
and makeup. "It's virtually impos-
sible to get away from." 
"It serves almost as a gender 
critique because it's so ludi-
crous," he said. 
Whether the ads serve as a cri-
tique of gender or open praise of 
machismo, they rely on general-
izations for material. And while 
Calkins is unsure about whether 
the ads will breed stereotypes, he 
knows the marketing world well, 
and he thinks Mitchum is head-
ing in the right direction. 
"You never like to generalize 
people," Calkins said. "By the 
same token, identifying and 





YOU AND GU 
ADVANCE 
Stop by COLUMBIA C HRONICLE 
WWW.COl.UMBIACHRONICl.F.COM 
33 E. Congress • Suite 224 • Chicago 
to pick up a complimentary pass 
for two (while supplies last) to a 
special screening on Wednesday, 
September 13th of 
SSCHOOLFDRS COUNDREL 
No purchase necessary. Limit one admit-two screening pass 
per person . Screening passes are available on a first-come, first-serve 
basis and while supplies last. Employees of all promotional partners. 
their agencies and those who have received a pass 





Stories makes translation to text-message characters 
By Allie Shah/MCT 
If Charles Dickens W(.re alive 
today, he might be writing a text 
novella called "Gr8 Xpectations." 
.A text novella, is a mini-novel 
written in text mc.ssage speak 
that's meant to be read in snippets 
on a cell pi)one. The result of a 
three-way partnership between 
Virgin Mobile USA and two non-
· profit youth organizations, the 
first four-week novella by 23-
year-old author Sara Schmidt will 
wrap up soon. ln the frrst week, 
12,000 people signed up to read 
the story about homeless teens 
called "Ghost Town." 
Celf phones, once used strictly 
to communicate, have evolved 
into portable entertainment 
devices with new functions com-
ing online continually. That, cou-
pled with the growing popularity 
of text messaging, led Virgin 
Mobile and its partners to debut 
their idea. 
" It's a new way to reach our 
audience ~iL'l something intrigu-
ing," said Ginger Thomson, chief 
executive officer of Youth Noise; 
an onliny youth community. 
The San Francisco-based 
group atms to help teenagers and 
college students get involved in 
social and civic causes that they 
feel strongly ·about. The other 
group involved in developing the 
text nuvella is Stand Up for Kids, 
which serves homeless youths. 
Thomson, who was an English 
majcr at Harvard, was cautious 
about the prospect of seeing 
Shakespeare or Hemingway's 
words abbreviated on cell phone 
screens. 
" ! would call this a story rather 
than literature," she said. "It 's not 
literature in the traditional sense, 
by any means." 
Only those with Virgin Mobile 
phones can get the text message 
episodes for "Ghost Town" sent 
twice a day-once in the morning 
and again in the evening. Users 
had to sign up for it and pay for 
the messages. Ariel Rosen, direc-
tor of pro-social initiatives for 
Virgin· Mobi le USA, said that 
standard charges applied, typical-
ly 5 cents per message or just I 
cent a message if the user was on 
a special . promotional plan that 
charges $9.99 a month for text 
messaging. The company will 
donate part of the proceeds to 
Youth Noise and Stand Up for 
Kids. 
Each scene is about 160 char-
acters long, j ust enough to fit into 
one text message. Those who 
s igned up for the novel will 
receive the messages through 
Sep. 15. 
Somewhere a)ong the story 
line, there's a plot twist and sub-
scribers will get a chance to vote 
on what they think the character 
should do. Schmidt said she 
wrote two endings, and the one 
that gets the most votes will be 
delivered to all subscribers. 
There are eight characters in 
the story, which revolves around 
a high school football star, 
"Ghost," who has a secret- he's 
homeless. All of the characters 
have back stories written about 
them and posted on the Youth 
Noise website (www.youth-
noise.com). They also have blogs 
where visitors can add com-
ments. The main characters also 
have web profiles posted on 
MySpace. 
Recently, Schmidt was trolling 
on MySpace and noticed that a 
couple of teenage girls added 
their names to one of her charac-
ters' websites. "I ' m thinking, 
'My characters are hot! ... she 
said with pride. 
Schmidt is a senior studying 
English literature at Southeast 
Missouri State University and a 
staff member of Youth Noise. 
While writing the text novella, 
she said, she talked to current and 
former homeless teenagers to 
make sure the story would ring 
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Cell phones, which can already access the web, take photo-
graphs and record movies, can now also operate as a medium 
for literature. 
true to the ir experiences. The 
goal, she said, is to entertain peo-
ple with a good story but also to 
raise awareness about teen home-
lessness. 
Using the language of text 
messages was perhaps the 
biggest writing challenge, she 
said. "We had to keep cutting and 
cutting and cutting. We had to 
work our way backwards. Then 
we had to put it in text-speak." 
It was an especially hard task 
for Schmidt, who owns a cell 
phone but rarely uses it. In fact, 
she'd never sent a text message 
before. 
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER • CORNED BEEF 
old school all day diner 
--
September 15,2006 -.4f1ril 1, 2007 
lather's <tos~ your .mothei's eyes, and your 
Mendel was tm flrst to answer tm 
GYe!IOt·Merich!J: Planting., the Seeds. olx 
~el's ,....,.fl!<!bl~· lih; and dramatic wor~ 
ltrtePactlve diS!)Iay$ let YG1J w~duot his 
with peasiand yQ;. will learn )l~ his ori9ioa1 
influence mO/lerl) gei,.trcs:' 
Adult Lecture: Unraveling Mendel's Legacy 
Saturday, September 16; 2 p.m. 
Join author Simon Mawer as he traces the history of genetics, from its 
founding up to today's critical g~netic research. Immediately following the 
lecture, Mawer YJill be signing the companion volume to the exhibition 
Gregor Mendel: Planting tt1e Seeds of Genetics, which he authored. 
Lecture cost is $14 for students/educators. 
Indudes general admission. Add Mendel exhibition for only $7 more. 
I~Field 
useum 
1.866.FIELD.03 • fieldmuseum.org/mendel 
For group book'n~s, call 312.665.7300. 
Fo~ lecture tickets, call312.665.7')00 
This exhibition and its Nc-th Amtrican tour wert developed by The Fit!d .Museum, 
Chlcaqo, in Pirtnership with The Vereinigung zur F6rdtrur19 dtr Genomforschung, 
Vttnn~~, Austria, and The Mendel MIIStum, Bmo, Czech Republic. 
Student, Staff and Faculty 
DISCOUNT 
~ vst sho"' u.s yoV<' volid i .d. 
Computer geeks have 
always been In a leagUe of 
their own, with the talk of 
8ICabytes, mini-bits and hard 
ciJtvel. Society ... to plot 
them ...... the cool lddlt; 
hence the lfewerJie of t1te 
Nerds series and the much 
loved but short-IMid -.:raalcs 
and Geeks. • One of the best 
and most realistic parts, 
about these portrayals Is the 
fact that the geeks are lllf. 
ac:lcnowledlad; they embrace 
their nerdlness and use It to 
their advantage. 
lllls Is what the folks 
behind big city laptop bat,tles 
are doln~nc their c:bm-
puter gail< know-how to c:r&-
ate a fiin, muslc.:lnfused 
atmosphere that combats 
technique, experimental 
beats and competitive drive In 
just minutes for a battle 
championship title. 
"Its fun; It's real 
..... llldPIU.1Gelsslnger, a 
regular In the laptop battle 
scene and winner of the 2005 
LapiDp Battle Champlonllllp 
In Sellttle. •!fa like a DJ 1111111t 
far dorky people. • 
....... lri ......... ... Gl l_wllo__. ... _ 
lllllr ttl Pll'fonnllnce ume 
Stark8y, .... been dolaiVIIII-
oua eleclrolllc niUik: proJec1s 
far the ...... - of ... last decade. a • .......,~ ... 
the winner fill'. a. ,....... 
Allllnlk LapiDp ......... 
took piRe on FeD. 12 In 
Wllalllntton. D.C., Wlllcltlld to 
his wlnnlnl the chtlmpl-
onshlp. Laptop battles hiMt 
been a huge part of his millie 
production far years, and he's 
not the only one. 
1bouCh orlllnatln& In 
Chk:afo, laptop battles hiMt 
caught on mainly In 
Philadelphia and seattle a 
the cornputlt 
olthlbMds. 
Seattle area DJ Ktls 
Markle, also known by his per-
formance name Krls Moon, 
started throwln& laptop bat-
tles three~ qo. 
As Moon delcrlbed It 
In an e-mail, the ru1e1 .. 
fairly simple. Contestants 
have a laptop, a contn111er 
and thnNHnlnullt raundl to 
show off their sldiiL 111e con-
tenders are whittled away 
until there Is one winner at 
the end taldnl home the 
prizes, which ....... front ; .. ... , ...... ri~ 
clothln& to equipment to ...... 
ware. Juc11es look Ill per-
formance. CQmposltlan .and 
CIVWd ~1ft ....... fD 
them.-: liMit. 
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Erent Beat 
lhows can be, with audience 
members sometimes reach-
Ing Into the hundreds. 
CZolgosz said In an email 
that was due to the fact that 
It took place at 10 p.m., 
which he considers early for 
Chicago's late-night lifestyle. 
c l11'eerand~ 
both acknowledfe lllat while 
perform- may find It hard 
to keep the crowd Interested 
while standing In front of a 
computer, stage presence Is 
Important In order to get bet-
18r scores than the person 
next to you. For Marking, a 
combinetkll't of qUIIly musk: 
IIICI a ~ a'OWd le!lpOIISe 
makes a successful battle 
performance. 
"Rrst and foremost 
the music has to be good, If 
not hot," Marking said. 
He -setd In most 
cases, though, If one guy Is 
just as good as his competi-
tors, but more active 
onstage, chances are he'll 
have an edge up on everyone 
..... 
There Is one draw-
back to the battle scene-the 
lick of diversity onstage; 
_.. a look at any battle web-
,_.. and out of 10 males, 
there may be one female. 
Meegan Wood, who 
performs under the alias 
Junebullet, caught on to the 
gender gap years ago. Wood 
helped found Rrst Ladles DJ 
Collective, a group In 
Washington, D.C., that works 
together to get visibility and 
recognition for female per-
formers in the community. 
Though FLOC members don't 
often compete in laptop bat-
tles, Wood decided to try out 
for the Mid-Atlantic Laptop 
Battle by sending in a sample 
of her work, and she got in. 
Wood said the laptop 
battle experience is different 
from what she's used to as a 
OJ since her style usually 
involves longer, more techno-
style music as opposed to 
other performers' short, cut-
up sound. She had a feeling 
she wouldn't make It fat in 
the rounds due to Inexperi-
ence. Her prediction was 
somewhat correct after she 
lost in the first round, but 
then was brought back later 
as the wild card and lost that 
round as well, she said. While 
Wood is a talented and popu-
lar OJ in the D.C. area, she 
partially attributes her 
acceptance to perform in the 
battle to her gender. 
Yet that comes as 
part of the territory with any 
subculture, Wood said. Uke 
any other scene outside 
the mainstream, she said, 
males typ~lly dominate. 
"That's just a fact, 
that girls are definitely a 
minority In this scene; Wood 
said. "You know that you're 
going to be seen as the only 
girl and some people might 
look at It as, 'Oh, she only got 
there because she's a girl,' or 
some people look at It like, 
'I'm rooting for the girl.' You 
just hope that one day there 
are more girls. • 
According to many of 
the laptop battle regulars, 
this medium won't be under 
the radar forever. Just as 
trends fade in ·and out in a 
cyclical fashion, music is no 
different. But most perform-
ers are optimistic that the 
battles will become more 
mainstream as tore as partk:i-
pantskeep ~it. 
"If laptop composers 
continue to evolve and Inno-
vate, you can bet the battles 
are only going to get more 
and more attractive to larger 
audiences; Czolgosz wrote. 
Moon also thinks 
changes will take place soon. 
While the battles have made 
their way to Germany and the 
U.K., this December's cham-
pionship battle In Seattle will 
be a big Influence on battles 
In the U.S., Moon said, with 
contestants coming from all 
across the country, Including 
Texas, Philadelphia, Georgia 
and Rortda. 
Other performers 
aren't sure how to perceive 
the battle scene. Marking 
rides the fence in terms of the 
battles of the future • 
•t guess It's becom-
ing more popular, but I could-
n't really fathOm the success 
rate and longevity of It; 
Marking said. "It's hard to 
sa~aptops are becoming 
very, very prevalent in the 
world and will probably 
become the predominant 
computer use of people soon. 
That could show a large shift 
in all realms of life, no 
less music.· 
"It's fun; it's real aeeku. 
It's like a DJ battle lor . 
dorky people." 
Paul GEissinger. 2005 Laptop Battle Olampion 
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The Grotes: Austrolion lot fun 
The Grates breakout the French ticklers and body oils on their first full-length album 
The Grate's debut full-length 
albvm, Gravity Won) Get You 
High , brings the gravy and 
spreads it all over your fat uncle 's 
tummy for some lubricated family 
fun. Produced by Brian Deck 
(Secret Machines, Modest Mouse 
and Iron & Wine), the album 
exhibits a Detroit Cobra's kind of 
soul with a subtle dash of Yeah 
Yeah Yeah 's oomph. 
lloiling from Brisbane, Australia, 
·me Grat~s all met during high 
school elrama classes. The band 
didn't form until Patience 
Hodgson {lead singer and glock-
enspiel master) started turning 
heads with her outback shrills and 
thrills at a fateful karaoke jam. 
The two other members, Alana 
Skyring, drums, and John 
Patterson, guitars and keyboards, 
soon formed the remainder o f the 
trio. 
Recording their first EP, 71re 
Ouch. 77re Touch, in Patterson's 
father's garden shed, the group 
found early success with the sin-
gle "Trampoline." The song found 
a home on Australian radio and 
helped iand the group some press 
in Australian Rolling Stone. 
Although the EP appetizer and 
hit single were yummy, the full-
length CD is where the real meat 
is at. 
The album starts off quirky and 
continues to bounce around like a 
hell-raising toddler. "I Won't 
Survive" opens the album's flood-
gates with the sexually hungry 
lyrics, "If! could fmd a little piece 
of flesh I'll be alright." The song 
is actually quite creepy, with some 
By Michael aalrejAssistant A&E Editor 
eerie lullaby-like guitar lines and a 
chorus that echoes, "I woo 't sur-
vive." Things really kick off, 
though, with the' catchy, "19 20 
20" and the cynical "Lies Are 
Much More Fun." 
The song "Howl" is a clear-cut 
rocking winner. It's a sexual 
awaking that would raise Allen 
Ginsberg from his grave and make 
him get down and dirty at your old 
.man's next party. With lyrics like. 
"You look so good tonight/you 
look so good I carmot lie/! wish I 
had a little piece so I could bring 
you to your/oh whoa oh 
oh/knees," Ginsberg would be 
crazy not to ditch the worms and 
dirt. 
"Trampoline," the hit single 
from 71re Ouch. The Touch, deliv-
ers with the same punch and 
The Grates' debut, 'Gravity Won't Get You High,' will turn your bed . 
into a trampoline. 
panache, with Hodgson's sultry 
vocals leading the way. The guitars 
glam out into a beach-waggling 
boogie while the charged lyrics 
weave a Bettie Page type of eroti-
cism. Hodgson croons, "Use your 
bed like a trampoline/1 said higher! 
Higher!" and "Use your car like a 
hot machine/1 said, higher! high-
er!" The song works because it 
uses sex as an instrument for con-
trol, a powerful instrument that 
seeks to manipulate and influence 
its intended prey. 
"1 am Siam" and "Sukkafish" 
aid in slowing things down a tad 
and help to reveal an exposed 
Hodgson. Both songs deal with 
loss and the pain and turmoil that 
evenrually follow. "Sukkafish" is 
especially adept at chronicling the 
pestering thrums of a broken heart 
with lyrics like, " I ain' t ever seen 
this valley before/you know I 
would/1 ain 't ever, I ain't ever." 
Although the simple Meg 
White-like drumming runs 
throughout the album, it never 
detracts or underwhelms any of 
the songs. Patterson's gujtar licks 
and riffs intertwine perfectly with 
Hodgson's vocals. The sex never 
stops, and the party atmosphere 
plays throughout, slowing up only 
momentarily to help the drunken 




"Gravity Won't Get You 
~igh" ... 
.. . 
-··· ........ · ..... --................. ordt!r online today! ----------· 
·www.colum.edu/discounts 
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got something to sell? 
get classified's. 
Columbia Chronicle has its on classified service to help you make a little extra 
money when you can't get a hold of your parents. 
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com 
COLUMBIA CH1RONICLE 
WWW.COLUM BIACH R.ONICLE.COM 
33 E. CONGRESS, SUITE 224 • CHICAGO 
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Reviews 
• • • • 
Threat Signal 
Under Reprisal 
• • • • 
Astonishing X-men 
#16 
• • • 
Arrested Development 
Season Three DVD 
• ••••• 
The Chicago White 
Sox's 'Losing Strea;k 
of 
It's all been done, but 
some just do it better. 
Under Reprisal follows 
many formulas, but man-
ages to remain fresh, . 
crushirg and melodic. If 
lead si:1ger Jon Howard 
can shed his uncanny 
vocal resemblance to 
Link in Park's Chester 
Bennington, and tour like 
they have no life, Threat 
Signal will be huge in five 
years. -B. White 
Astonishing X-Men #16 
keeps up the momentum 
of the series. This pure 
dork fest continues the 
Hellfire Club's attack on 
the X-Men, which 
deserves bonus points 
because the leader of the 
Hellfire Clu~he White 
Queen-is a cross 
between the lee Queen 
from The Chronicles of 
Narnia and a dominatrix. 
- H. Clauss 
Now the story about a 
great show that lost 
everything, and the one 
DVD set that brought its 
last season all together. 
Despite their undeveloped 
extras (gag reel, chaotic 
commentary), these 
episodes make up the 
final chapter of a comic 
masterpiece. Its cancella-
tion is proof of our own 
arrested development. 
-M. Fagerholm 
Never before did white 
Sox losses satisfy as . 
•••• 
Veneti-an Snares 
Cavalcade of Glee ... 








Aaron Funk, the master-
mind behind Venetian 
Snares, is a genius-and 
this album proves it. 
Aphex Twin influenced 
with its erratic beats, 
dense rhythmic inconsis-
tencies and complex, 
detached approach to 
structure, Cavalcade of 
Glee ... is a must-own for 
any aggressive techno 
fan. - B. White 
People magazine explores 
royalty. in this special edi-
tion. From the unforget-
table wedding of Lady 
Diana to Prince Charles to 
images of Diana's fatal car 
cl'ash in ~ariS", People 
chronicles various royal 
families. It's a history les-
son in a magazine and 
worth a read for anyone 
interested in royal gossip. 
-M. Kroeck 
Devoid of World Trade 
Centers mainstream pol-
ish, Paul Greengrass's 
real-time visualization of 
the doomed hijacked air-
craft is objective, visceral 
and absolutely shattering. 
With a director's com-
mentary and interviews 
with the victims' families, 
this is a worthy DVD 
release for the best film 
so far this year. 
-M. Fagerholm 
OASIS? More like 
mira$e· Just when you 
· think' you're going to log 
on to this shitty website, 
much.]!.; they have lately. 
Becau"Se. Sox fans rubbed 
Cub fans' noses in human 
waste last year while they 
won the· World Series, it 
makes it oh.so gOod to 
see the Southsiders floun-
dering and grasping at a 
· it flaices out and says that 
r'r-:--'-.;_;:_..:.;.._....,....., it's too busy smelling its 
·own farts. While the · 
redesign makes jt look • 
less like AOL from the 
early '90s, there's stilt a 
50/50 chance you won't 
be able to get to the infor-
matio~ you need. 
. playoff spot: 
- J. Ewert 
- H. Clauss 
Premium Blend 
Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands 
When Trey Spruance of Mr. Bungle, a band famed by 
ex-Faith No More singer Mike Patton, produces one of 
your albums, you must be on to something 
Through their different lineups, Chicago's Tub Ring 
has acquired a different kind of sound. Experimental but 
poppy, punk with a touch of metal and si lly with a seri-
ous side, this band pushes the limits of the general form 
of rock music. Playing some 200 dates each year, Tub 
Ring- Kevin Gibson, vocals; Trevor Erb, bass; Rob 
Kleiner, keyboards; Chris Wiken, drums and Jeff 
Enokian, guitars-have built a reputation for their crazy 
live shows. But, what's the story with the band's bizarre 
name? The Chronicle spoke to Trevor Erb to find out. 
The Chronicle: Tub Ring, huh? Were a ll the other 
good names taken? 
Trevor Erb: In the early formative stages of the band, 
one of the members came to practice and said, "Man, it 
sucked today. My mom made me do all these'chores, and 
I had to clean the rin~ around the bathtub, and it was 
woss." And we were like "The tub ring"? And that was 
11. Some of the members have regretted it, like Kevin. 
13ut I think it describes our music p~rfectly. I don ' t think 
our music is nasty, disgusting and ugly, but I think it's an 
amalg~~mation of so many different ' · ('Tlcnts, which is 
what a tub ring is. 
If you could describe your 1ound In three words, 
which w11rd1 would you use'f 
Pa~t. chaos ar.d shit. Wait, not shit! Not shit! How 
about: fast, chaOIJ and stamina. 
HIIW'd the band aet toaether? 
The band got together by a need and a want to make 
different music. We met through different facets. Kevin 
and Rob met through going to 
shows. Chris and I, the drum-
mer, played in another band, 
and we moved to Chicago to 
join Tub Ring a little while 
ago. And Jeff, the guitarist, 
was in another band called 
Duct Tape Moustache, which 
are is from Chicago. 
What are your live shows 
like? 
Insane. Regardless of if there 
are 2,500 people there or I 00, 
or even just I 0, we put on the 
same show every night. For us, 
the music is like gunpowder. 
We try to cram as many songs 
into a set as possible. We don't 
stop or take breaks. We just go. 
So basically we play a 40-
minute long song, and it 's just 
nonstop, bouncing everywhere. 
Who are your lnnucnces? 
Obviously the Mr. Bungle influence exists. We' re 
influenced by bands that are crazier than us. This mny 
sound lfrash and egotistical, but I think the only other 
band out there thut 's crazier than us arc The Dillinger 
Escape Plun. So we try und top them every night we pfi1y, 
but do it without bushing people In tho fucc in tho 
process. 
In mot t Jive photos, Rob It jumpln11 or dlvln ll off 








Lost Season 2 
ABC 
Ratatat's second album is a 
giant butt plug of butter, 
perfectly smooth and deli-
cious. This all instrumental 
album hugs you with its 
robotic hooks and beats, 
and slashes you apart with 
its wildcat growls. The 
opener, "Montanita," has A 
Charlie Browns Christmas 
type of warmth and sets 
the tone for the rest of this 
hip-shakin' hunk of 
cheese. -M Claire 
Flipping through the latest 
Pisc:over magazine, one 
can read about the popu-
larity of endangered ani-
mals' meat in ihe United 
States, the new Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter to 
hit the Red Planet and 
Einstein's love affairs. 
Newt Gingrich gives an 
interesting Q & A too. It's 
a nerdy delight. 
-~- Kasang 
I jumped up and down on 
my couch when the last 
season ended with the 
castaways blowing .the 
hatch off of that creepy 
underground bunker. 
While this season doesn't 
answer many of the major 
questions presented in 
season one, the plot 
development still blows 
the hatch off my pants. 
- H. Clauss 
The greateSt thing to bap-
JIC!ft to the door sinl:e c:ars 
sUrtl:d pimpin' It out with 
IUicide d.!!en·1be -motver at 33 E. Ccl1gress 
js a beautY aod glides like 
a chlm Have tUn wfdt a 
few lovers or bookers and 
pack the bitch up for a nice 
revolvfng otgy. 
:-M Claire , 
[Laughs.] Rob has figured out this trick where he can 
launch himself off the keyboard because his keyboard 
stnnd can hold about 400 pounds. That's his trick. But 
he's not n one-trick pony: He nlso surfs on it, humps it, 
molests ,it. But yenh, our live shows are insane. 
Thb Ring will be dol~ a short Midwest tour slllrling 
Sept. 14 In Covington, Ky. Af/l!r the tour. E:rb said tlt<t 
bond pion.! on recording a nuw album. For mc>r~~ ilt(or-
molion, visit http:llww\Mnt)ISpaCe.com/tubring. 
- 8. WltiH 
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little indie shines bright 
New film is a hilarious celebration of humanity's common quirks 
In the era of instant messages, motivational speeches. 
iPods and reality TV, can the act Toni Collette's defiant stability 
of going to the movies still gener- ·as Kinnear's long-suffering wife 
ate the communal power it once seems to be pitched at the brink of 
produced so long ago, when film insanity as she struggles to keep 
was a new and magical .experi- her family from bursting apart-
ence? the way she chomps on a popsicle 
The exhilaration caused by a is a textbook study in suppressed 
group of strangers becoming sim- neurosts. 
ilarly affected by the power of cin- Steve Carell continues his win-
ematic art lias become quite a rar- ning streak of uproarious yet 
ity in contemporary movie the- grounded performances with his 
aters. That is precisely why a film role as a suicidal gay uncle, who 
like Little Miss Sunshine is so spe- sporac:~ally breaks out into the 
cial. most side:splitting run since John 
It breaks no new artistic ground, Cleese's Monty Python march. 
nor has ·anything particularly pro- Paul Dano embodies adolescent 
found to say. A bare-bones angst like a second skin as 
description of its premise can Kinnear's oft-silent son, convey-
hardly be thought of as "original" ing volumes with a mere sardonic 
-a bickering dysfunctional family tilt of his head. 
sets out on a road trip to take their Alan Arkin, meanwhile, 
pudgy young daughter to a beauty embodies the anarchic glee of past 
contest. Yet from its. enormous decades, mouthing off four-letter 
success at the Sundance Film philosophies and snorting coke, 
Festival to its journey into main- all the while giving genuine 
stream release after climbing the amounts of tough love to son 
box office charts, this film has Kinnear. 
proven its ability to move a large, Yet amongst this wildly enter-
jaded audience to riotous laughter taining, exemplary group of per-
and exuberant cheers. formers, it is 8-year-old Abigail 
The secret to Sunshine s success Breslin that unquestionably steals 
lies not in the plot's setup, but in the show as Kinnear's pageant-
its ingenious execution. Each hopeful daughter. Sporting specta-
character 's eccentricity is general- cles that would drown Woody 
ed from a fully developed and Allen and placed directly on the 
realized pes~p.nality, intelligently line separating innocence from 
crafted by s~reenwriter Michael reason, Breslin's performance is 
Arndt and acted to perfection by entirely devoid of smarmy cute-
one of the finest comic ensembles . ness or mechanical precocious-
in recent memory. ness. The purity of her eagerness 
Greg Kinnear is the optimistic and hope forges a duet with her 
bobble head of the household, growing obsession and frustration, 
attempting to solve each daily aimed at the perfection of a· self-
confi!~!."W,i,~ OIJ~ . of his tailed ima~e th~~ is as beautifully mis-
EGG DONORS NEEDED! 
By Matt Fagerholm/Fi lm Critic 
g4ided as the other characters' 
pursuits. . 
Married co-directors Jonathan 
Dayton and Valerie Faris have a 
deft eye for uncovering the sub-
lime in the shabby, the beauty in 
tlte ugly, the perfection in the 
flaws. Thei r film finds laughs in 
the simplest and oddest of places, 
like a malfu11ctioning car hom that 
sounds remarkably like the Road 
Runner being crushed by a steam-
roller. 
Sunshine s mixture of unpre-
dictable guffaws- none of which 
the trailers ruin-and gritty 
observation recalls the uncensored 
sensibilities of '70s antiestablish-
ment pictures like Harold and 
Maude. It gives the audience the 
shameless lift of a studio-bred 
heart-wanner like Sister Act, cou-
pled with the offbeat charm of 
Napoleon Dynamite. 
Yet none_ of these comparisons 
can truly do justice to what makes 
Little Miss Sunshine so uniquely 
wonderful. 1 felt more like a par-
ticipant than an observer at· the 
joyous sold-out screening of the 
film 1 attended at Chicago's own 
Century Centre Cinema. It may 
have been the fi rst film I've ever 
publicly viewed where the entire 
audience was either roaring with 
laughter or popping suppressed 
giggles like red-hot kernels. 
The final moments of Sunshine 
are so thoroughly unexpected, 
wildly hilarious, completely out-
rageous, startlingly inevitable and 
oddly moving, that the audience 
broke into applause long before 
the credits began to roll. 
Liul.e_ Miss Sunshine cuts 
D;~;~A ~}fGG 
Come True. op~ons 
O ur egg donor program is complete I.':! anon.':imous and 
is owned and operated b.':i our t'rotessional and caring 
nursing staff. We are in need of health.':!• non-smoking 
females between the ages o t 21-}0 !:)ears old. Local 
ph!jsicians a nd gas reimbursement are availa ble. 
Matches made 9uickl.':i. 





right to the heart of our own fears 
and insecurities. It triumphantly 
emerges as a celebration of 
humanity's common flaws and 
quirks- the kind that can easily 
connect strangers, united by sheer 
pleasure in a darkened movie 
house. Who could have expected 
that a carload of depressed losers 
would together create what is sure 
to be the finest feel-good movie of 
the year? 
'Little Miss Sunshine' 
Directed by Jonathan 
Dayton and Valerie 
Faris 
From left: Abigail Breslin, Toni Collette. Steve Carell and 
star in 'Little Miss Sunshine.' 
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The troumo of 9/11 
5 years later, events still prominent and 
possibly overwhelming 
After being trapped under the 
collapsed World Trade Center for 
nearly a day, rwo survivors of the 
9/1 1 attack!s share their courage 
and hope in a film that commemo-
rates the fifth anniversary of the 
disaster 
World Trade Center tells the 
story of !\yo Port Authority police 
officers' struggle to stay alive after 
bei_'lg trapped beneath the metal 
and concrete debris of the fallen 
towers. It also looks at the emo-
tional stresses their families under-
went waiting to hear if their loved 
ones were alive or dead. 
Although a half decade has 
passed since the attacks, the 
events are still vivid in many 
minds and can still bring back 
severe emotional and mental 
trauma. 
" If you 're going to the box 
office and seeing a film called 
World Trade Center, you should 
know what you're getting into," 
the film's director, Oliver Stone, 
told The Chronicle. 
Stone has a reputation for us ing 
history as a basis for many of his 
'films, such as JFK, Nixon and 
Platoon. For World Trade Center, 
the exper iences of Sgt. John 
McLoughlin and Officer Will 
J imeno are used to to show the 
event5' of that day through their 
eyes. · 
"Every time I've done a movie, 
I've done it to suit the ~tory," Stone 
said . 
The film takes plac~ over a peri-
od of24 hours and concentrates on 
the lives of McLoughlin, Jimeno, 
their wives and fellow officers. 
"We stayed faithful to what they 
felt and saw," Stone said. "To have 
been at the bottom of it for 22 
hours and barely survived, that's 
enough of a story for me." 
World TrJqe Center tries to 
show the more humanistic side to 
the events of 9/11 , and Maurice 
Brooks; a viewer of the film, 
appreciated that. 
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor 
"This was easier to take, but it's 
still early." 
Brooks' sentiments were shared 
by his sister, Suzanne Lewis, who 
also saw the film. 
"It was just made too soon," said 
Lewis as she came out of viewing 
World Trade Center. "It seems 
kind of unfair. No disrespect to the 
officers, but so many people died." 
Brooks, a retired lieutenant 
colonel in the U.S. Anny, felt a 
special connection to the attacks. 
"(9/ 11] hurt a lot," Brooks said. 
" It devastated me, left me shocked, 
appalled, angry. There were a lot . 
of emotions. There still are." 
Leonard A. Jason, who's a psy-
chology teacher at DePaul 
University, believes that reliving 
the events of 9/ 11 can affect one's 
mentai health. 
"I think having a period of years 
go by [before the film's release] is 
a good idea," said Jason, who's 
been teaching psycholog-; for 31 
years. 
Jason believes that the media 
can influence the perception of 
events and because of this, it's 
important to portray events accu-
rately. 
" People who have been directly 
affected [by the disaster] should 
think about whether or not they 
want to subject themselves to [the 
fi lm]," Jason said. " They shouldn' t 
watch it if they dpn ' t feel ready." 
New security measures at air-
ports, national landmarks and 
major events serve as reminders of 
9/11. 
"Once [9/ II] happened, I felt we 
were at war," Lewis said. "I felt we 
weren' t free anymore. It's scary. 
We will never be where we were." 
. Stone admitted that portraying 
the events accurately was difficult. 
" It was a technical nightmare of 
building the holes and getting peo-
ple in and out,". Stone said. " It's 
shot in a s impler style .... Very stud-
ied on the eyes." 
capable of emotionally handling 
the film. 
"You can' t warn everybody," 
Stone said. " I think you have to 
take your own responsibility for 
seeing a film .... Anyone who's 
been severely traumatized should 
be in medical care and, should 
know what to see and what not to 
see." 
While the film has historical rel-
evance, the images in it are graph-
ic at times and could bring back 
strong emotions for those directly 
connected to the event. 
" Part of [how someone's affect-
ed by the film] depends on how it's 
done," said Jason. " lf[someone's] 
still very raw and still dealing with 
the consequences of [a traumatic 
event], I would caution people 
who go see these movies to think 
about that.'' 
mkroeck@chronic/email. com 
Nicolas Cage stands on a set of the World Trade Center moments 
before the towers collapse. 
"I'm gla~ it was more of a 
hUII)an interest story than a chaot-
ic, more violent one," Brooks said. 
Stone was pleased that the film 
has had no large walkouts and 
seems to "grip" people. 'He also 
believes that most audiences are 
Actors in 'World Trade Center' look up at the burning towers as they arrive on the scene of what would 
become ground zero. 
Country stor goes to 
the movies. Yeehow! 
Toby Keith talks about his new film, his castors 
and friends who don't support the war 
By Wade Tatangelo/MCT 
Toby Keith throws the biggest party in 
country music. 
Keith is most famous for the rabble-
rousing patriotic anthem "Courtesy of the 
· Red, White, and Blue (The Angry 
American)." The most controversial tune 
of 2002, it crossed over from No. I on 
j'lillboard's Top Country Album chart to 
reach No. 25 on the Hot I 00 pop survey 
and made Keith a megastar. 
The semi-pro football player turned 
singer/songwriter also excels wjth saloon 
songs, scoring major hits with titles like " I 
Love This Bar," " Whiskey Girl" and "Get 
Drunk and Be Somebody," which is .from 
his latest album, White Trash with Money. 
But Keith will display a gentler side of 
his oversized personality when he stars in 
Broken Bridges, a dramatic film which was 
released by Paramount Pictures on Aug. 
29th. The movie finds the real-life country 
music titan playing a faded star who 
returns home to find his high school sweet-
heart, K elly Preston, and a daughter, 
Lindsey Haun, who he never knew existed. 
Keith is confident the movie will appeal to 
his fan base despite its subdued subject 
matter. · 
"Military people and Southern people 
and country people from all over, there's a 
certain thread that runs through, and it'~ 
about liking to have the heart strings 
tugged at and this movie does that," Keith 
said in a ·recent phone interview. 
Broken Bridges also features appear-
ances by Willie Nelson and Burt Reynolds. 
Although Keith is often lumped together 
with right-wjng Republicans, he maintains 
a friendship with Nelson, one of popular 
music's most outspoken liberals. 
A concert favorite of Keith's is the 
..humorous narrative "Weed with Willie," in 
w hich he sings "Don't knock it 'til you 
tried it/1 tried it my friend/and I'll never 
smoke weed with Willie again.'' 
"'--:!l)eamed that a long time ago," Keith 
replied with a laugh when asked if he 
avoided Nelson's trailer during filming in 
. Georgia. " But I think Burt [Reynolds] 
slipped over to Willie's trailer." 
All joking aside, Keith was quick to 
praise Nelson, the man who joined rum·on 
the hit "Beer for My Horses." 
. "Willie is a very unique human being," 
Keith said. "He's got the sweetest heart in 
the world and never says an unkind thing 
about anybody, Willie is just a hippie. He's 
as comfortable playing with me as playing 
with The Dead. It was my choice to have 
him in the movie." 
Keith also gushed !!bout Haun, who 
plays his daughter on screen and in real life 
is touring with him in between making an 
album on his record label Show Dog 
Nashville. In <;oncert, Haun will sing with 
Keith on her new single "Broken" and 
"Broken Bridges," both of which are 
included on the soundtrack album, which 
came out last week. 
"She's dynamite," Keith said. "She's the 
only name people won't recognize when 
they see the movie credits, but she's great. 
People should go to see the movie just for 
her, in my opinion." 
Despite his overwhelming success, 
many people will never forgive Keith for 
bashing the Dixie Chicks and singing a 
lyric like "We' ll put a boot in your ass/it's 
the American way." That said, no conver-
sation, interview or story about Keith is 
complete without discussing the troops 
overseas. For starters, his song "American 
Soldier" is one of the favorites among. the 
young men and women stationed in Iraq, 
according to an informal poll recently 
released by Rolling Stone magazine. 
" Every spring I try and go for I 7 days," 
Keith said. "We've been shot at, mortared 
at and had to get up in the middle of the 
night to go to a shelter." 
Keith revealed that the "biggest reality 
check" took place during a flight from 
Afghanistan to Kuwait. On board, next to 
their gear, was a coffin containing the 
remains of a fa llen soldier, Lt. Eric 
McCray. 
" I said to myself that until the day I die, 
I will never forget his name," Keith said. 
" He was the same soldier who had been at 
our show two nights before, and there he 
was, deceased.'' 
Merle Haggard's critically acclaimed 
2005 release Chicago Wind includes the 
ballad "Some of Us Fly," a duet with 
Haggard and Keith. The same album also 
features the track "America First," in 
which Haggard argues that we need to get 
our troops out of Iraq. 
That was the setup for asking Keith his 
thoughts on the Iraq war. 
"Well, Merle and Willie are very close 
friends, and everyone is entitled to their 
own view," Keith said. "Myself, I feel I'm 
not educated enough to make a call on why 
we're there. With Afghanistan it was clear 
... With Iraq, I never understood. and never 
said I did, but still support the troops no 
matter what.'' 
Keith said that he has a lot of friel'lds-
inclduing Haggard- who don't support the 
Bush administration but do support the 
troops. 
"People make the mistake of confusing 
the two things," Keith said. "We won't 
know for 15 or 20 years if this war was 
necessary." 
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14TH ANNUAL [C]SPACES HONORS EXHIBITION 
AUGUST 28 - SEPTEMBER 27, 2006 
The 14th Annual [C]Spaces Honors Exhibition feat ures students of 
o utstanding a rt istic achievement in photography, fashion , graphic des ign, 
fi lm and video, television and all fine art media. [C]Spa ces Honors is 
juried by local arts professionals and all artists were nom inated by fa culty 
members of Columbia College Chicago. 
C33 GALLERY. :n£r..&:.l( ·,»~·t:.u" 
:~!.IF - ~~~'·' 7f'IJ'*I0'>0A'• l · tJ '• :,Of.tAo • .t.M>'JM•: 5'-'.'· (}f d f'IC:.A ' 
BODY MAPS, SEPTEMBER 5 - OCTOBER 13, 2006 
Bodymaps is a n exh ibit of 14 life-size collage s created by the Bambanani 
Women, a g ro up of women livi ng with HIV and AIDS f rom the Kahyelitsha 
townshi p near Cape Town, South Africa. These artworks were developed 
f ro m t he Memory Box project, a community e ngaged program initiated by 
the University of Cape Town and Medecins Sa ns Frontieres, in response to 
the growing number of South Africans living with HIV and AI DS. For info, 
please ca ll 312.344.8829. 
Presented by Institute for the Study of Women and Gender in the Arts 
and Me dia , Columbia College Chicago in collaboratio n with DKRUTS 
Johannesburg, D. Krut Projects, New York , Unive rsity of Cape Town, and 
Centre for Social Science Research, Cape Town. 
GLA.SS CURTt ... IN GALLCRY 
:_ : ·~;...:.. IJ ,.\ , t\ ._. ,.\ . ~ ,; .:: ~'('•,,.:;...:, 1r1 A •V: 1\ P~.f r ;re,:-)fi.V \,l\l t.[")"-•FS",\" <"•'J', 
~ • •J·..,r · -.., _ : ·J ·" ~ ~· -.t ~ "" ''•,"•)..\ ' :,~u rH; t · :.. c)~-~ · 
INACTIVE/ ACTIVE, PERFOR,MATIVE SCULPTURE 
AUGUST 28-SEPTEMBER 29, 2 006 
MIYfiDUira 
S hawn Decker, He id i Kumao, Fe rnando Orel la na, Amy Yo ungs, Sabrina 
Raaf a nd Ke n Rina ldo pla y t he role of inventor/ a rtist in p resenting 
performative sculpture a t the Glass Curta in Ga llery of Columbia College 
Chicago. Each work presented performs an individual functi on, whether 
it is the cycl ing of fe rrofluids or the s tirring of ping-po ng ba lls. Some 
pieces ca ll fo r viewer interaction while othe rs s imp ly want to be watched. 
S eem ingly self-conscious, each piece expresses a message through its 
functio n, beyond what it cou ld as a s ta tic o bject. 
F 0 WALL II 
Exhibition proposals a re now be ing accepted for the Hokin Annex, Hokin Galle ry, 
C33 Gallery a nd Glass Curtain Gallery 
mmaa21, 
Stude nts, facu lty a nd staff, or outs ide organizations and individua ls who ha ve a 
compe lling c ura toria l idea a nd energy to see it through can s ubmit a proposal. 
For more info contact: Neysa Page-Lieberman 
312.344.7696 o r cspaces.colum.edu 
--I 
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Grophic novel tells lroq's story vio lions 
Graphic novelist Brian K. Vaughan follows in the footsteps of 'Maus' with 'Pride of Baghdad' 
The real-life escape of a pride 
of lions from the Baghdad Zoo 
has become a political allegory, a 
contemplation of freedom and 
liberation and sacrifice- all with 
talking animals. 
Pride of Baghdad, a graphic 
novel by Brian K. Vaughan, was 
iPspired by news reports about 
four lions that fled the zoo during 
a bombing raid in spring 2003 
and were killed by U.S. soldiers. 
" I'd been looking to do a story 
wtth anthropomorphized animals 
because it was so different than 
anything I had done before arid 
because comics have a really rich 
tradi tion of doing that well," 
Vaughan said. As examples, he 
pointed to everything from 
Scrooge McDuck to Maus , the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning graphic 
novel by Art Spiegelman that 
portrayed Jews as mice and Nazis 
as cats. 
At the same time, he said, "I 
also had been hungry to talk 
about my conflicted feelings 
about the Iraq war." 
So when he read about the 
escaped lions, "sort of immedi-
ately all of the pieces fell into 
place." 
Pride of Baghdad, published 
by Vertigo, DC Comics' mature-
reader line, is set for release Sept. 
13. 
It follows four main characters 
as it builds toward its inevitable 
ending: Zi ll, head of the pride; 
Safa, the "old woman" of the 
group; a younger lioness, Noor 
and Ali, her cub. Each has a dif-
ferent view of life behind bars 
and the promise of freedom. 
"Zi!l is sort of the benevolent 
opportunist," Vaughan said . 
"He's the guy not so concerned 
about the politics of the world 
that he 's living in. He's just con-
cerned, 'Is my family fed, are 
they taken care of, are we safe 
today?"' 
Safa, who remembers the dan-
gers o f living in the wild, "thinks 
that living in captivity is a small 
price to pay for living safely and 
always knowing where your next 
meal is going to come from." 
Noor yearns for freedom, 
Vaughan said, "but wants it on 
her own terms. She thinks it is 
something that the people have 
to rise up and gain for them-
selves." 
And Ali represents the children 
who don ' t know what to make of 
the change. 
Before writing, Vaughan 
researched his subject, borrow-
ing his wife's membership card 
to the San Diego Zoo and talking 
to, among others, Mariette 
Hopley, head o f an emergency 
relief team dispatched to the 
Baghdad Zoo by the 
International Fund for Animal 
Welfare. 
" I always try and find out as 
much about my subject matter as 
possible," Vaughan said. "I did-
n' t want it to be a fairyland fable. 
T . A V E R· N 
By Bill Radford/ MCT 
It is a metaphor, but it's also very 
grounded in the real world." 
Canadian arti st Niko 
Henrichon proved to be the per-
fect arti st for the book, Vaughan 
said. "We didn 't want it to be 
too Disney; we didn ' t want it to 
be too cartoonish, but we also 
wanted the animals to have the 
flexibility to be expressive. That 
even though they were realistic, 
they would have personalities." 
Henrichon was great to col-
labo rate with, Vaughan said. 
"Since we weren't under the 
pressure of monthly deadlines, 
we just took the time to make 
sure that every panel was exact-
ly the way we wanted it to be." 
Elsewhere, though, Vaughan 
has plenty of deadlines to con-
tend with. He is the writer of Y· 
The Last Man and Ex Machina, 
two ongoing series from Vertigo, 
and Marvel Comics' Runaways. 
He's also writing an upcoming 
Marvel miniseries featuring 
Doctor Strange and a Dark 
Horse miniseries, The Escapists, 
inspired by Michael Chabon 's 
The Amazing Adventures of 
Kavalier & Clay. 
And he recently finished his 
first draft of a screenplay for a 
Y· The Last Man movie for New 
Line Cinema. 
It's just enough, he said, " to 
keep me busy and not feel like 
I' m hacking anything out." 
" It's really not work," he said. 
"Having had crappy jobs in the 
past, I can say getting to sit 
around in your underwear and 
type stories about people kissing 
and fighting, it's just a joy." 
'Pride of Baghdad' was inspired by these lions, which escaped from the Baghdad Zoo in 2003. 
Help create a family. 
Chicago's first and most highly respected 
program is looking for the following: 
$7,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages 
of J0-19 to be :t nonyrnou~ ~"Uil donot s. Donors will be . ' 
ev;tlualf'd. take rnedi(,tlion and undergo a rninor suq~ical 
pro< t'durt>. St'rtou~ inqdirif'~ only. "" 
jOIN OUR eLISTTODA't'! '"-NW.WeatherMarkTovern.Com GESTATIONAL SURROGATES 
KITCHEN OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT! 
All Ages till I 0:30 pm Over 2 1 tllll:OO am 
1503 South Michigan Ave. Chicago 
3 blocks so,uth. of Roosevelt EL s~J 
CTA Bui J{t.f(ingDr. to11Sth,f '11. 
M lnlrn11rn mmpt'n\.1l ion $20,000. H!'althywoml'!n between thl'! 
«gcs of 21 35 who have given bltth to at least one child. 
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G Aries (March 21 - April 20): While dancing at a goth club, you decide to start a conga line to 
Fischerspooner's "Emerge" with 
your group of friends. The goth 
kids arc none too happy about it 
and ignore you as they talk about 
things that are black. 
G V irgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): I t's l ike I've always said, "The smaller the dead midget, the fun-
nier." 
it Gemini (May 22 - June 21): Declaring your apartment as a sovereign nation will lead to dis-
aster when your roommate builds 
a wall to separate the cast and 
west ends. The easiest solution to 
this predicament is to invite a 
keyboard·tie·wearing David 
Hassel hoff over to sing his rendi-
tion of " Hooked on a Feeling." 
Aquarius (Jan. 21 - Feb. 19): 
Hungry Hungry H ippos is a pas· 
time and not a way of l ife. 
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23) : 
Instead of throwing your pennies 
into a mall fountain for good 
luck, try throwing them at strip-
pers. 
~ Libra (Sept 24 - Oct. 23): 
,.. And Rosebud was a sled. 




Fitch sweater and a 
salmon colored Old 
shirt, and he 
hard to miss. 
"I like to have 
clothes that are 
form-fitting, but 
loose," said 
Sparrow, a film and 
video major at 
Columbia. "I think it 
looks good when 
people wear 
clothes that are 
appropriate for 
t heir body type." 
Although Sparrow 
was wearing brand 
name clothes, he 
likes to shop any-
where he can find 
clothes that aren't 
mass produced. He 
has one exception 
to that rule. 
"f like Target 
clothes," Sparrow 
said. "They're pretty 
amazing." · 
Mauricio Rubio/ The Chronicle 
Taurus {April 21 - May 21 ): 
After seeing an ovcrwc1ght 
derelict wearing a thong- and 
only a thong.- you decide that 
your life really isn't that bad. 
Little do you rcali7c, however. is 
that the thong·wearing homeless 
person is you from the futun: . 
S~orpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): 
If a h9.mclcss man can play with 
himself in public and not get in 
trouble, why can ' I you? 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 
2 1 ): Your newfound fascination 
with Victorian-transgendcr-fisting 
porn w ill lead you to a life of suc· 
cess with the hit skin flick, Dandy 
if/ Don!. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): 
Puning your thing in that other 
thing could lead to trouble. 
Cancer (June 22 July 23): 
Beware! As you're lcavmg for 
work, you will pick up your cat to 
kiss on the belly. What would 
have been an innocent act goes 
terribly wrong when the cat 
sprays you with ass juice, which 
hits you all over your face. The 
smell will eventually leave in two 
weeks, but the horror w ill last a 
lifetime. 
Pisces (Feb. 20 - March 20): 
Asking your vegetarian friend if 
he or she needs a "hot beef injec-
tion" will only get you so far. 
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Commentary 1 -• 
The Col!.mbia Chronicle' I September 11, 2006 
Let's not be lemmings now 
This commentary is for· staff under President John F. Kennedy. The be the outcome. · Here we are, five years after planes flew 
all those who believe it's information is from a document called Some of"Operation Northwoods'." finest intobuildings, killingthousandsofciyilians, 
ludicrous to even enter- "Operation Northwoods," part of a larger recommendations included things like lob- figuratively giving the U.S. the biggest 
tain the idea that the military plan called "Operation Mongoose," bing mortar shells into the United States' sucker punch it's ever seen, and the 
events that took place on that had the U.S. discussing possible activi- Guantanamo Bay base and blaming Cubans, American public is rallying around the flag-
Sept. J I, 200 I, were ·ties to justifY a military intervention in Cuba sinking U.S. ships in the bay and staging pole trying to climb its way to the top with-
either perpetrated by the during the heart of the Cuban Missile Crisis. "funerals for mock-victims," so that casual- out giving even the slightest pause. 
IU..!,J..LJ,..,.:o.u_._uJ..J United S!ntes government The report, which can be obtained online ty lists would be produced in American History is subjective and depends on the 
By;,."'" H. ewer'. Jr. or were conducted under through the George Washington University- newspapers, and developing a "Communist •credibility of sources. The nature of history 
C!ty Edi!c•' :he r.egiigent noses of affi liated National Security Archives, out- terror campaign" in the Miami and and the nature of journalism tell us to 
:hose in charge. It's for lines in gruesome detail suggestions on how Washington areas aimed at Cuban refugees always doubi:,' to always be skeptical and to 
·J.o;c·. wi·,o s•;bs ~ribe to the "with us or t h e K e n n e d y who were seeking never believe one side of the story unequiv-
agaim·. us" propaganda supporting the· Administration planned haven in the U.S. ocally. 
dehumar.ization of people the government to fool the American Then the operation ' Judging by the several past administra-
arbitrarily deems ''terrorists." public into believing starts to get serious, tions' behavior in scenarios akin to today, · 
This commentary is no: providing justifi- Cubans committed hos- with one suggestion like blacklisting communists in the 1950s, 
able proof that there we~e ulterior motives tile actions against the about actually harm- their activities during the Cuban Missile 
behind possibly one oftiJe most influential U.S., when in actuality ing real people in an Crisis in the 1960s and the paranoid actions 
events in American history. What this com- it was the U.S. itself. effort to further the of the Nixon -administration in the 1970s, 
memary is doing is giving reason to doubt, The 1960s were defi- fake pretext for ~ar. the U.S. government is not always the most 
reason to be skeptical and reason to consid- nitely a different time, The operation gets honest and credible source. Although past 
er that since the U.S. government has but otl'cumstances then blatantly cruel and administrations' actions do not implicate the 
plarmed to conduct much stranger and truly and now are frighten- savage when there is Bush administration in wrqngdoing, the sit-
horrifYing operations before, it might do it ingly similar. Between discussion about uation surrounding past events and those 
again. conflicts in Vietnam and hijacking a U.S. com- currently unfolding are at the very least · 
Let's say, for example, there is this com- Iraq and the administra- mercia) airliner, coincidental. 
pletely imaginary government that wants to tions painting pretty pic- transferring the pas- Perhaps the scariest part c;)f it all is that' 
invade another country, but has absolutely tures of the situations, sengers to another this information is only what is declassified. 
no right to do so whatsoever. What the civil rights suppression plane and having a Who knows the extent of the documents 
imaginary government does to give it the then and now seem to drone fly the com- being manufactured and classified right now_. 
pretext for a justified invasion is secretly blend together. At the mercia! airliner over in the Bush administration? • 
concoct a fake te•Tor plot o,, itself, thereby time, just like now, peo- Cuba so that it can be There is an old adage that says when 
framing the other country. pie snubbed their noses Joshua Covarrubias,tThe Chronicle blown up by U.S. something bad happens, look around to see 
Sounds pretty twisted, right? Sounds like at any indication of con- forces to blame who stands to benefit. So when everyone 
a bunch of dishonest and utterly cormpt spiracy. But since a conspiracy of compara- Cubans. gathers together on Patriot Day to fold their 
politicians lying to therr own citizens, abus- ble magnitUde has been discussed before, With know ledge of "Operation hands and walk like peasants, pray and give 
ing ·their power and committing, by all many believe it so now whether it is in the Northwoods," ask yourself this question: If several moments of silence for those who 
accounts; acts of "terror." form of the government flying jets into the members of the U.S. government planned a died that day, do so, for people <Jici die arid 
Well, if you didn't guess it already, the buildings themselves, strapping bombs to conspiracy before, could they possibly do it their lives should be mourned. But do so 
imaginary' government is the U.S govern- the plane's undercarriage or simply letting again? Not did they do it again, but cq;Jid with one eye open so that you can look 
ment, and those liars were the joint chiefs of the attack happen knowing what would they? around and see who might be profiting. 
. .Jt;" 
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' Roamin' .I 
·Numerals/ 
The bill over which a scuffle $96Q 
erupted in Santa Barbara, 
Calif September 2 and result-
ed in the death of a San Francisco accountant, 
according to The Associated Press. David 
Klotz protested when a dancer at. an :adult 
cabaret demanded the said amount for 'a 70-
minute session in a private room. 
550 I b The weight of a World War n S Mark 17 mine that a U.K. fish-
erman caugl\t in his nets. 
According. to the Exmouth Journal, Nathan Ould, 
of Tourquay was calmed down by Ministry of 
Overseas Development officials because that type 
of mine would have to be hit ''very hard to go off." 
The mine was detonated. later bx the Royal Navy. 
3 S The number ofboxes.of · · macaroni and cheese c · ·- . \; ·BC:Y'{ tJ~ughton, ·, ,a 
. Mmneapo,hs man.traiieq 
I 
, · on .-ttilfcil.y's ~i&sl~ 
foia bicycle. According to wtco, a~. 
affiliate~ Boughton found ~,,pl.act and' 
cheese m a dumpster.. - \~ .• ~;; 
,, ,'1/ ~r' 
Death not only for famous folks ., ... 
Last week's tragedy 
involving the death of the 
1==:3ii~~i!l===l Crocodile Hunter, Steve 
Irwin, didn't come as a 
shock. It just made me 
think abou.t death in gen-
eral and how, in some 
cases, people die doing 
By Cyryl Jakubowski dangerous jobs without 
Commentary Editor making headlines. But 
whether it involves a 
stingray, griuly bears or dangling over or 
falling off highway overpasses, death is a 
cold reality everywhere. It is sometimes sim-
plified by tl;e frigidness of numbers, espe-
cially around rhe anniversary of the 9111 
attacks. 
When I first s~w Stev~ Jr.-·in jumping 01: 
the backs :>f riled-up crocuci.es and dodging 
the world's most venomous snakes, scream-
ing "Crikey! ," I watched with my cereal 
spoon in mid-air thi~king, "This guy is 
crazy." 
I was not surprised when I heard the news 
of Irwin dying and everyone calling it a 
tragedy. The man wrestled dangerous ani-
mals fer a living. It was the unusual manner 
in which he died that was the surprise. That's 
why we loved Steve Irwin. His optimistic 
enthusiasm, fearlessness and animal conser-
vation efforts made him internationally 
famous, but it's that voyeuristic notion that 
some of those crocodiles were wild, violent 
and could snap one day that had kids and 
adults alike glued to the Discovery Channel. 
But people remember those who die in 
unusual ways. For every Steve Irwin there is 
a Timothy Treadwell. Remember Treadwell, 
the bear enthusiast who lived with griuly 
bears for 13 seasons and was the subject of 
last year's documentary Grizzly Man? Poor 
Treadwell, how didn't he see that one com-
ing? They found only his lonely rib cage. 
Last year, nearly 5, 700 people died in the 
U.S. from fatal occupational injuries, (you 
know, at work) according to the Department 
of J.,abor's preliminary statistics. That means 
we' re still counting. You don't hear about 
those people. 
We also tend to trivialize death when we 
turn it into numbers. Last year, nearly 43 per-
cent of workplace fatalities stemmed from 
"transportation incidents." 
I'm sure some trucker on a highway out 
near Wyoming refers to the 90 mph skid 
down a slippery road, possibly jack-knifing a 
row of cars, as a "transportation incident." 
The U.S.' population is reaching 300 mil-
lion, according to July 2006 estimates from 
the CIA World Fact Book. While 5,700 
deaths may seem low, we're talking abo.ut 
almost 6000 people. When I ,200 people die 
in the construction industry, the casualty of 
the workplace turns death into numbers. 
Those "numbers" had names and families-
families that leave one dinner plate empty 
now. 
·And it's not only in the workplace, but the 
carnage on our nation's highway is jaw-
dropping. According to the Department of 
Transportation's National . Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration, 43,200 people died 
on the 'nation 's highways in 2005, up from 
42,636 in 2004. 
Unusual deaths translate well to stories 
because they are weird in the flTSt place. 
Irwin's death surprised me, because Irwin 
didn 't die in the jaws of a crocodile, but by 
the barb of a stingray. While numerous 
media outlets poured out Stingray I 0 I arti-
cles and reported that painful stingray 
injuries are rarely fatal, the only thought that 
kept coming back to me was: That Bengal 
tiger should have gotten Roy from Siegfried 
& Roy instead. Perhaps there is a baseline 
irony about the eventual conclusion of a life-
time of working with animals. 
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Wildlife is exactly that: wild. But in a 
w·orld of "Jackass," death is more serious 
when it happens nationally and not in isolat-
ed incidents. Stingray barbs are one thing, 
but going through the numbers of the 
Department of Labor statistics and glancing 
at the note "Data from 200 I exclude fatali-
ties resulting from the September II terrorist . 
attacks," sends a shiver down my spine. 
Five years ago, almost 6,000 people died 
by accident at work. That same year, nearly 
3,000 more people died at the World Trade 
Center, according to The Associated Press. 
During tragedy, our basic instinct tells us 
to celebrate life. Last week the world held on 
to the memory of a fearless Crocodile Hunter 
who died while working on a documentary 
about animals that kill. ~nd now five years 
later, perhaps this week our attention should 
be taken from people whose death could be 
prevented, (as in, stop messing with wild ani-
mals) to the people whose deaths couldn't. 
What's to say about 9/1 1 that hasn't been 
said before? People will remember that trag-
ic morning five years ago. Peop.le might even 
remember Steve Irwin, Crocodile Hunter. 
But will we remember the thousands of peo-
ple that die each year at home and in the mil-
itary abroad? I hope so. 
Charla$ Sievert 
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A penny saved and time lost 
On C-SPAN, some-times the image of members of Congress 
· working ·looks like the busy 
rumblings of an anthill, with 
the exception that in an 
anthill som~thing gets done. 
For example, before the 
tragedy of 9/11 , there were 
talks in Congress to get rid of 
the penny. 
But five years later, that 
same issue is back in 
Congress. This just screams 
" You have too much free 
time." 
This debate has been 
rolling like a nickel through 
Congress since 200 I, when 
the Legal Tender 
Modernization Act, a bi ll p•·<i-
posed by Jim Kolbe (R-Ariz.) 
opted to phase out the penny 
by rounding to the nearest 
nickel. This summer, the 
"COIN" Act a newer version 
of essential!~ the same bill, 
fe ll on the Congress floor like 
a jar of quarters. Somebody 
should stop this nonsense. 
Of course, nonprofit organ-
izations such as Citizens to 
Retire the Penny, favor this 
bill , while others, such as 
Americans for Common 
Cents, want to keep the penny 
ln circulation. They have time 
to rally behind an issue that's 
just not practical. 
According to the ACC, 
.nearly 8.7 billion pennies will 
be produced in the 2006 fis-
cal year. The ninth annual 
Coinstar National Currency 
Poll, a consumer study that 
polled the U.S. population 
throughout 2005 to explore 
the practicality and populari-
ty of the penny, found that 79 
percent of people wi II pick up 
a penny off the ground, and 
66 percent of Americans still 
want to keep the penny as 
legal tender. 
Some groups have even 
thrown around the idea of 
getting rid of the dollar bill. 
Surely, that's exactly what the 
working girl at the local 
"dance club" down 
Mannheim Road wants to 
hear-"Hey Sheila, sorry, 
we're out of singles." 
According to The Week 
Magazine. the anti-penny 
movemen .. ·s a communist 
plot, in a sense. China's ceo-
nomic boom makes the penny 
more costly to produce, and 
zinc prices have soared. 
Because China consumes 
great quant ities of zinc, 
which pennies are made of, 
the U.S Mint will spend 1.23 
cents to make a penny. 
This is ridiculous; on that 
note, why single the penny 
out? What about other obso-
lete things such as VHS tapes 
or soap on a rope? Most have 
outlived their uses, but are 
still viable options in every-
day life, especially in prisons. 
But just think, when that 
Blockbuster DVD, which is 
more scratched up than D.J. 
Jazzy Jeff's vinyl LP, fa ils to· 
work, what do you tum to--
the VCR to watch reruns of 
"The Fresh Prince of Bel-
Air?" No, the march to the 
Blockbuster is infuriating, but 
the exchange is worth it. 
But whether one wants to 
keep the penny or leave the 
penny, the debate is just a real 
waste of time. The U.S. Mint 
says the penny generated 
$1.77 billion in revenue in the 
2005 fiscal year and con-
tributed $775 million to the 
U.S. economy. 
Here's an idea, how about 
shaking down the coin collec-
tion industry for thei r ghastly 
commemorative editions of 
coins · and plates. Case in 
point, to mark the fifth 
anniversary of Sept. II, the 
Nationar Collector 's Mint is 
releasing a double-dated 
World Trade Center com-
memorative coin with 24 
karat go ld and "0.999 [per-
cent] pure silver recovered 
from ground zero." 
There's something inher-
ently evil about making a 
buck from a national tragedy. 
That 's capitalism pandering 
to a grief stricken culture. 
The .sheer amount of pennies 
that will flood the U.S. this 
year should make it clear that 
efforts shouldn 't be made to 
wage ·war on those old copper 
Abe Lincolns. Rather 
Congress needs to manage 
time better. The point is, 
much like some people feel 
nostalgic about "The Wonder 
Years. " the penny is like that 
old friend who doesn ' t leave, 
nor wants to. Keep the penny 
or leave the penny, Congress 
has too way much time on 
their hands addressing silly 
issues. 
Meddling with vending 
Students stand with handfuls of shiny rystling change, with 
quizzical "What's going on 
• here?'' looks, repeatedly 
pressing the various buttons 
on the vending machines; 
those poor wretched souls. 
Nobody had the heart to tell 
them their mid-class snacks 
and drinks will leave them a 
bit shortchanged this semes-
ter. 
"$1.35 for a bott le of 
water, it 's ridicu lous,"said 
Ashley Ferry, a junior art and 
design major while purchas-
ing a bottle of water and talk-
ing on the phone with her 
mother. Even though this was 
at 623 S. Wabash Ave., this 
incident can be found all 
over campus 
Amid th~ slow hum of the 
mw of vending machines on 
the third floor of the 33 E. 
Congress Parkway building, 
Nelson Robinson, a senior 
audio arts and acoust ics 
major, bought a Cherry Coke 
an<l. some pretzels. "What's 
the point in changing it?" he 
said about the prices. 
What indeed? No student, 
freshman or returning, wants 
·to shell out even more money 
for the· amazing delicacies 
that the wonderful world .. of 
vending-mach ine has to 
offer. 
Since last year the compa-
ny Mark Vend, which is 
responsible for the price 
increase, s igned a five-year 
contract with the college that 
gives them control of the 
vending machines on cam-
pus. . 
The pi·cs ident of Mark 
Vend told The Chronicle that 
having "refreshments conve-
niently located" on the facili -
ties benefits the students. Of 
course it does how could it 
not? Because when we think 
of bright young minds, we 
think Coca-Cola and Skittl es. 
He mentioned that increas-
es were in line with similar 
products bein•g sold in the 
neighborhood. Whi le this 
doesn ' t mean the price is 
less, it is still apparently a 
" fai r to good value." 
So m e s tudent s like, 
Robinson, go down to the 
local liquor store to get 
snacks because it's cheaper. 
Facilitating change has 
been Columbia's motto, both 
in terrns of image and the 
inner workings of the col-
lege. Last week The 
C:hronicle reported 
Co lumbia's g rowing pains 
concerning policy changes. 
Columbia 's decis ion to 
drop the "confu sing four-
week drop period," is notable 
because it g ives students 
more time to make their deci-
sions wi thout penalizing 
them financially, Removing 
the $50 fine for not turning in 
immunization records on 
time and replacing it' with a 
hold on their accounts is also 
commendable because it 
forces students to do what's 
asked of them. 
While there maybe be cer-
tain health benefits that stem 
from more expensive junk 
food, the real stale taste in 
our mouths has to do with 
paying more and getting less. 
" I can ' t believe it went up 
I 0 cents," said Lauren 
Dornbush, a junior advert is-
ing art di rection major after 
buying a bottle of water from 
the very same machine Ferry 
did earlier. Whi le a I 0 cents 
increase is not huge hit to 
student's pockets, it is still a 
g leaming symbol of the 
g rowing expenses at 
Columbia. 
The Columbia ChronJcle IS a student-produced Pub-
lication of Columb.a College Ch1cago and does not 
necessarily represent. in whole or tn part, the views 
Editorials are the opm1ons of the Editorial 
Board of The COlumbia Chronicle. 
Columns are the opinions of the author(s). 
of college administrators, 
faculty or students. 
AJt text, photos and graphics a<e the 
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may not 
be repmduced O< published w~hout 
written permission. 
Views expressed in this publication are those of 
the writer and are not the opinions of The Columbia 
Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism Department or 
Columbia College Chicago. 
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Back from the Drawing Boards 
Have an opinion about something you read on these pages? Did you 
catch a mistake, th ink we could have covered a story bett er or bel ieve strongly 
about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia? 
Why not write a Letter to the Editor? At the bottom of Page 3 1 you' ll find a 
set of guide lines on how to do th is. Let us hear from you. 
--The Columbia Chronicle Edilorial Board 
Letters to the editor must 1nclude full name. year. maJOr 
and phone number. All letters are ed•ted for grammar 
and may be cut due to a hm1ted space 
Letters can be faxed to (312) 344-8430, 
e-mailed to Chronicle@colum.edu or mailed to 
The Columbia Chronicle, 33 E. Congress Parkway 
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Young, Energetic, Curator (part-time) to develop pho-
tography show in Chicago. Must have knowledge of 
modem art or photography. Must also be willing to cata-
log photography and create three lookbooks. 847-328-
0142 Contact Sonat or Charlotte 
Great prices on cool jewelry. visit coolerjeweler.com 
now! 
FLAT TOP GRJLL ... Now hiring energetic servers' No 
experience necessary if you have a strong work ethic 
and a "WOW" personality. Apply in person today at Flat 
Top Grill, 1000 West Washington in the West Loop! 
(3 12) 829-4800. 
$10+/hr. FT/PT/OnCall: Childcare needed for local 
families: The Sitter Cafe - www.SitterCafe.com 
got something to sell? 
get classified's. 
Ctlooiit<lnoOdtlol;ntodrnlid-•W.I""""' 'Iolt .... 
....wrwiiHip COII'tfdlt.iltllyourporltltl 
www.columbiochronidedouifieds.c~m 
The Center for Teaching Excellence and The Office of Human Resources are 
pleased to announce their co-sponsorship of a two week program for faculty 
andstaffatthe Kuk.11r-:a.n Educat::i.ona.J. Spar.::i.sh Ccnumni.t:y . 
Study a broad in 
J-Term, JanuC!·v 2007 1 January 6-20 
$1800 includes: 
AJI tuition, book!. 3ncf tnn&U3£C cour:Jes taug/'lt by nnl!vc rl()l1olkert. 
Home SlilYf'• wft.h thre-e meals dmly oM trrrn:.pcrtatlon to sc::hoot 
E.xcurs!Ort1 to tMJdeo CRy, tJ!t'.er Mexk' .. lr. Cit!O! •. 5eveml M~umfi. Frida t<a!llo's hou~. 3:"1C1 mr,rr:. 
Tta:'\sport•'ltJon from MeAieo City airP<Y.t to Ct.crnn.,nc.;.. 
Partial Fellowships available! 
fl•.e Coote r ffX l eeching f.).~s!!l:net'!: is r,fferillg llfl to six J;iiJtt.ial fe!lowsfllps.to COYCf the r.!JSt o! r:lrfc1f! lUPPfCI• 55001101' f,1 C.l1lty 
TM Off('.e of Hllma:n Resou'ces is c!feriflg up to &ia. p.artial fellowships ;.c ccver tile cost or ai1 f€'re: !approx. t500j for starr. 
Columbia~ 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
FOR MORE I~FORM~TION ABOL'T i H!S PROGR.t..M, r-i.So\SH CON'i o\· :.,.: 
ROSEAN-.A MUEllER 
CC;. liMO! I\ GO !.I.E(;!; C~H;:,ti(i 
DF.;t.MCTMftn OF l.i BF. :lA.L EOUC,ll:ON 
ftMUEL LER" CO:.tiM Ect: / J 1.? .344 .753~ 
·-
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Chicago landmark buildings. honored 
Wrigley Field, Harry Preservation Excellence during 
a ceremony at the LaSalle Bank 
Caray's Restaurant Theater. The theater, formerly 
among the recognized called the Shubert, recently 
completed a $40 million year-
The Cubs' proposal prompted 
some community opposition, 
especially among the owners of 
rooftop bleachers that overlook 
the fie ld and neighbors who 
worried about increased conges-
tion. Negotiations dragged on 
for years. 
N' long restoration and was among 
Twenty-one landmark build-
ings. homeowners and business-
es "ere honored Thursday for 
preserving historic ChiLoago, and 
among the projects recognized 
was an expansion of Wrigley 
Field 's bleachers. 
The Comm"sion on Chicago 
Landmarb pres~nted the 
Chicago Landmark Awards for 
the 21 honorees. 
Wrigley Field, home of the 
Chicago Cubs, was built in 1914 
and ts the second-oldest major 
league ballpark in the country. 
The boomerang-shaped bleach-
ers were added in 193 7. 
The Wriglt:y alterations were 
completed by opening day this 
spring and increased bleacher 
capacity by almost 1,800 seats . 
Courtesy MeT 
The Commission on Chicago 
Landmarks praised the expan-
sion for improving circulation 
in the bleacher sections, 
increasing the numbers o f bath-
rooms and greatly improving 
access for people with disabili-
ties. 
At the same time, the design 
"preserves the ' stepped ' pro file 
and scale of the bleachers and 
maintains the characteris tic 
views looking out of the ball-
park," according to the citation. 
Mike Lufrano, vice president 
of community affairs for the 
Cubs, said the owners take pride 
in the park's his tory, but also 
must make changes to keep it 
viable for modem-day fans and 
players. 
"We've been good stewards 
of the ballpark for 90 years, and 
this shows that working in 
cooperation with the city, we 
were able to expand the life of 
our ballpark," Lufrano said. 
.Courtesy MCT 
Fans flock to Wrfg)ey Field, 1060 W. Addison St., for a Cubs game. 
The Commission on Chicago Landmarks recently honored homeown-
ers and businesses for perserving historic parts of Chicago. 
announced it is vacating the 
space. Joseph Freed & 
Associates said it will be 
searching for new retailers for 
the lower levels and tenants for 
office, school and entertainment 
space on the upper floors. 
roof and rebuilt its stepped para-
pets. 
Dutchie Caray, Caray 's 
widow, said it's appropriate that 
his restaurant is located in a 
Chicago landmark building. 
"I think it fit his personality 
very well ," she said. 
As for the bleacher expansion 
at Caray 's beloved Wrigley 
Field, she said she believes he 
would approve. 
Along with a book paying tribute to Harry Garay's Restuarant 33 W. 
Kinzie St. U1e Commisston on Chtcago Landmarks also hOnored the 
busmess named after the deceased CubS announcer. 
Among other honorees · was 
the State Street building housing 
the Carson Pirie Scott depart-
ment store. It was designed by 
famed architect Louis Sullivan 
in 1899 and owner Joseph Freed 
& Associates restored its miss-
ing terra cotta cornice, and 
made repairs to masonry and the 
windows. 
Last month. Carson's owner 
Another honoree was Harry 
Caray's Restaurant, named for 
the late Hall of Fame baseball 
announcer. Located in the Ill-
year-old Chicago Varnish 
Company Building, the restau-
rant 's owners replaced the 
multi-gabled brick clay and tile 
"He probably would be hold-
ing court more often out there," 
she said. 
230 s. Wabash 
BACK TO SCHOOL SALE 
• 
Lowest Prices Downtown For: ~ 
' Digital Cameras • Epson InkJet Papers V 
Central Brand InkJet Papers • Epson Inks • Canon Inks 
10 oz. C.nned Air with noule .... $6.00 
IIford Fiber ~ Enlarging Paper Now· 
8x10, 25 sheets $18.95 
Double Weight 
Glossy or Matt 
$5.49 
Stutlunt/Educator Ptouram o; 
Save 20% off our regular discount 
prices on any Lowepro Camer• Bag 
In Stock ll•ctudlolfl <lu>~ · OUI>) . 
We Participate In All Photo Progrems 
from Bogen, Mamlya, and 
Hasselblad - Ask for Details 
-ACID FREE-
ltoya Portfolios: 
• 4x6 ................................ $3.00 
• Sx7 ................................ SJ.OO 
• llxtO .............................. S4.9S 
• II.Sx t I ........................... $4.95 
Kodak Tri-X 135·36 
Black & White Film 
Now: 
$3.49 ea. 
Print File 1'1," $8.90 
Binder 
25 sheets, 3Smm $ 4 • O O Negative Pages 
7 Rows, 5 Across 
1 Gallon Brown Storage Bottle 
With Top ........................... $2.75 
Stainless Steel Developing: 
• 2 Reel Tank .......................... $13.95 
• Regular 35mm Reels ...... $6.00 ea. 
• Hewea 35mm Reela ....... $18.95 M . 
Plastic Developing Tank with 
2 • 35mm Reels ................... ,." $16.50 
C.C.C. Kit 
• 1 • 2 Reel Tank 
• 2 • Hewes Reels 






Central Camera Company Stocks 
MANY NEW a USED SSmm Manual SLR 
Camtras. Largest lnvtntol'y • Neanst 
Yow SChool a LOW Pric:tsl 
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Where's the 'designer beef?' 
Grass-fed cows offer 
a higher level of 
dining in Chicago 
Fashionisi3S who want the lat-
est in couture can go to Paris, but 
for cow-ture, the place to be is 
Chicago. 
The city once known for its 
stockyards is at the center of a hip 
food trend: designer beef. 
Today, diners at a handful of 
restaurants can select a steak that 
in its cow days ate nothing but 
sweet, tall grass. They can sit 
'down in a restaurant where every 
steak comes from cattle that 
shared the same father. Or they 
can enjoy a piece of beef that is 
exactly like one famous designer 
Ralph Lauren dines on at his 
Colorado ranch. 
Bill Kurtis, owner of 1'allgrass 
Beef Company and a longtime 
Chicago news anchor who now 
hosts A&E's "American Justice" 
and "Cold Case Files," said he 
knows of nowhere else where 
brand-name beef has gained such 
a foothold with discriminating 
diners. 
"This is kind of the belly of the 
beast right here," said Kurtis, 
whose grass-fed beef from his 
Kansas ranch is now sold in a 
handful of Chicago-area restau-
rants, upscale markets and even a 
school " I thi."lk of it as the meat 
capital of the country." 
The reasons begin with the 
city's place in the history of meat-
packing. For decades Chicago 
was home to the world's largest 
meatpacking district. And for 
more than a century, much. of the 
beef eaten throughout the United 
States was slaughtered in the city. 
Today, more than 30 years after 
the last major slaughterhouse 
closed, the city still loves its beef. 
Chicago is also the largest dry in 
the Midwest, where as recently as 
last year the USDA found the per 
capita consumption of beef was at 
least 7 pounds more per year than 
any other part of the country. 
Jason Miller, executive chef at 
David Burke's Primehouse, only 
has to look outside to see he's in a 
place where people know and 
appreciate beef. 
"There aren' t very many small 
people walking around Chicago," 
he said. 
Since Chicagoans know and 
love their beef, it was easier for 
Primehouse owner Burke to spend 
a quarter-million dollars last year 
for a prize black Angus bull, 
named Prime 207L or simply 
"Prime," to produce offspring that 
become the restaurant's steaks. 
The purchase made perfect 
business sense, he said, because 
by inseminating heifers with 
semen from the same bull, the 
restaurant guarantees its steaks 
are of the highest quality.-
"We bought his genes, basical-
ly," said Burke, whose customers 
tell him his steaks are the best 
they've ever eaten. 
Not only that, but because the 
semen is collected several times a 
week and frozen, Burke expects 
that a decade after Prime dies he 
will still be in the fathering busi-
ness. A photograph of Prime 
hangs in 'the restaurant's kitchen. 
Tallgrass Beef Company, which 
opened last October, touts the 
nutritional benefits of grass-fed 
beef Kurtis says his company's 
beef is lower in cholesterol, high-
er in omega-3 fatty acids and vita-
min E and free of growth hor-
mones and other chemicals found 
in the beef from cattle raised on 
many traditional feed lots. 
Customers get it for about the 
same price as com-fed beef, said 
Grant DePorter, president of 
Harry Caray's restaurant, 33 E. 
Kinzie St., which has been serving 
Tallgrass' beef since November. 
"Food crit ics have said it can go 
head-to-head with prime steak," 
DePorter said. " I think out of 
4,000 portions, we had only two 
[customers who] said they prefer 
prime." 
DePorter wouldn't be surprised 
if the handful of restaurants serv-
ing Tallgrass' beef grows substan-
tially, judging by the competitors 
he said he 's spotted coming into 
the restaurant to sample it and the 
way they' ve praised it, not know-
ing that his wait staff was within 
earshot. 
None of the accolades surprise 
Ted Slanke<, who owns Slanker's 
Grass-Fed Meats in Texas with his 
wife. What does surprise him, 
though, is that Tallgrass has made 
inroads in the restaurant market. 
It 's one thing, he said, to sell to 
health-conscious consumers on 
the Internet, as he does. But it's 
another to get people to spend a 
lot of money in a steakhouse on a 
steak that doesn't look, taste or 
feel quite like the kind of steak 
they 're used to. 
" It's like being forced to eat 
kale and collards to people who 
are used to eating iceberg lettuce," 
he said. 
AP 
Bill Kurtis, a former Chicago news anchor, shows off his 'designer 
beef' Aug. 31 at Harry Caray's restaurant, 33 E. Kinzie St. 
That may be where Kurtis 
comes in. In Chicago, people lit-
erally grew up watching Kurtis on 
the local news. 
"They trust me; they know me," 
he said. So when they see his 
company's steak on the menu, 
they are willing to give it a try, he 
said. 
Meanwhile, the chef at Ralph 
Lauren's RL restaurant, 115 E. 
Chicago Ave. in downtown 
Chicago, says diners there may 
order his special steaks to feel a 
linle more like the glamorous 
designer. RL serves steaks from 
Lauren's ranch about four months 
a year. 
"It is a true feeling here (that] 
they are getting something kind of 
personal to him," chef Isaac 
Holzwarth said. "You ' re not 
hanging out with him. but it's like 







block natural light 
Continued from Back Page 
buying there," VanderKloot said in 
an e-mail. 
Concerns listed on the weosites 
include an abandoned project to 
build a "much-needed city park 
and community center" at the loca-
tion. Chicago Public Schools 
owned the land on th.:: immediate 
comer of Stat~ Street and Congress 
Parkway, but could not fund plans 
for a park. 
•'Jt really ·isn ' t safe to have a 
park on that comer--there's a lot 
of trafiic from Congress," said 
David Radom~b. president of 
Lennar's urban division. · 
The developer agreed to do a 
land-map with the Chicago Public 
Scho0ls and is donating a public 
park, which will be built on the 
c-omer of State and Harrison 
streets, essentially behind Library 
Tower and removed from the high-
traffic area. 
Though that puts one issue to 
rest, VanderK.loot also noted prob-
lems that would arise for the 
Mergenthaler and Peterson build-
ings. Both are between five and 10 
stories high and located on the 500 
block of South Plymouth Court-
just 12 feet west of the soon-to-be 
17-story Library Tower. 
Usually a loss of picturesque 
eastward views is the cause for 
concern whenever a tall building 
goes up in the South Loop. 
However, these historic Printer's 
Row buildings have a different 
reason to be worried. 
Marty Carrol navigates his way through the broken terrain on Sept. 7 where Library Tower is being built at State Street and Congress Parkway. 
The development has caused concerns with residents of surrounding buildings. 
that's only 12 feet away, you effec-
tively deplete all the natural light." 
The Peterson and Mergenthaler 
buildings will essentially lie in the 
shadows of the taller development. 
"In my unit, we have 10 large 
windows that will now be 12 feet 
away from a towering condo 
building," VanderK.loot said. " I say 
'towering' because it 's going to be 
abml> ("hree] times the height of 
our building." 
VanderK.loot, who lives in the 
Mergenthaler building, said he 
thinks most residents with east-
facing units are likely concerned 
about the loss of light. 
According to Dennis 
the South Loop Neighbors, a non-
profit neighborhood organization, 
this issue arose long before con-
struction began. 
"Our organization pushed pretty 
hard, and we got the developer to 
agree to ... a much shorter build-
ing that doesn't overwhelm the 
University Center of Chicago or 
the [Harold Washington Library 
Center] north of it," McClendon 
said. 
According to Radomski , negoti-
ations left all parties involved sat-
isfied. He added that it can be dif-
ficult to depend on natural light 
since the city develops so rapidly. 
across from Millennium Park or 
something---can count on [natural 
light]," Radomski said. 
The shortened height of Library 
Tower was one cooperative suc-
cess that resulted from many meet-
ings with ihe 
behalf of the building," Miles said. 
"We'll be rolling out a p~gram as 
the height of [Library Tower] goes 
up." 
Though this is a concern for res-






"In my unit, we have 10 
large windows that will 
now be 12 f eet away 
from a towering condo 
building. " 
ings, McClendon 
noted that they 
would not be the 
only ones in the 
dark. 
" Remember 
that all the peo-
"We also real-
ly pushed 
[Lennar J to ded-
ic~te the addi-
tional right-of-
way to make 
that a 20-foot 
. . 1, .· . . . __ __,ple_.=-jV.Q.~~uy 
- Dave Vanderk oot, re!('.d_enr . unitS on the west 
of the Mergenthaler bu1ldmg side of Ligrary 
alley instead of a 12-foot alley, but 
---------·----------------·-------------------= the developer declined to do that," 
" I wish that somebody would 
say it is not about the views- there 
never have been anv views from 
our building," said Kathleen 
Miles, president of the Peterson 
Lofts condominium association. 
. ·'When you get a tall building McClendon, a board member of 
'·I don't think anybody-unless 
you live on Lake Shore Drive or 
;., tower ~·-!lave 
exactly the "same situationv:ne 
satd. · -h./-~ <6 
According to McCfundon, the 
South Loop Neighbors~ar . 
have met concern!1J&.Olfier • devel-
opments in the area, since plans 
and neighborhood negotiations 
were fmalized for Library Tower. 
Become stronger, smarter and more prepared to 
lace any cha llenge. With over 150 careers to 
choose from, the Army is your chance to make a 
difference in your life and in the future ol your 
country. Find out how yr :·1n become An Army Of 
OnP at GOARMY.COM o, ,j 1-800-USA-ARMY. 
Visit or call an Army 
recruiter today to 
find out about 
Tuition Assistance 
and Reimbursement 
Where: 1239 N. Clybourn Ave. Suite 226 Chicago, ll 
When: Call or visit your Army recruiter today 
Who: Sgt. 1st Class Jorge Villalobos (312) 202-0430 
McClendon said. 
Though construction is still at 
ground level, Miles said she is 
planning alternatives to the 
Peterson building's inevitable loss 
of natural light in the near future. 
Plans have not been made yet, but 
creative interior lighting will likely 
be necessary, Miles said. 
"The way we have addressed it 
in [the Peterson Lofts] is to retain 
some lighting consultants on 
"As a result of the experience on 
Library Tower; we have a very 
good and serious working relation: 
ship with Lennar," he said. 
ariggio@chroniclemaiLcom 
One of the 
top3 
onion rings in 
the USA. 
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Skateboard: 
Grant Park skate 
plaza more geared 
for street skating 
·. Continued from Back Page 
"The reason why we, wanted 
to use [Peterman) is we wanted 
to show people that id and 
skateboarding can work togeth-
er and it cal' be a magical and 
beautiful thing," Kodjavakian 
said. 
Kodjavakian explained that 
the plaza is more oriented for 
street skating with small obsta-
cles and a flatter surface and is 
not to be confused with a skate 
park, which is usually much 
north suburban Buffalo Grove, 
said he mainly uses his skate-
board on campus for transporta-
tion because other Chicago 
larger and meant 
for a wider array 
of uses. He also 
said the plaza 
will be free to the 
public and will 
not require pads. 






"If people are using 
bikes down here, then 
we should be able to 
use skateboards for 
transportation too. " 
- Jan Hultquist, film 
major at Columbia and 
skater 
skate parks are as 
far north as 
Wilson Avenue 
and Lake Shore 
Drive or as far 
south as 3 I st 
Street. But 
Hultquist admits 
that every once in 
a while he finds a 
place to skate 
illegally. 
skaters like himself would use 
the plaza when · it's open. 
Hultquist, who commutes from 
" I go to the 
Wilson [Wilson Avenue and 
Lake Shore Drive) one all the 
time and have been to others," 
Hultquist said. "(The new plaza] 
seems like a really great idea, a 
place I would definitely skate 
between classes." 
However, Hultquist did not 
know there is a law in Chicago 
prohibiting skateboarding in the 
central business district both on 
the sidewalk and in the street. 
Chicago's business district is 
bounded on the north by 
Division Street, to the west by 
Chicago Avenue, to the south by 
Roosevelt Road and to the east 
by Lake Michigan. 
Many skaters do not know of 
the law, especially those that 
come downtown from the sub-
urbs. Most of those who are 
aware there are restrictions to 
skateboarding in Chicago 
believe it only pertains to van-
dalism and skating on private 
property. 
Brian Anders hangs in the air for a split second on Sept. 7 at the free 
skate park at Wilson Avenue·and· Lake Shore Drive. 
The law bas left many skaters · 
who use their boards mainly for 
transportation wondering why it 
is banned completely on streets 
and sidewalks. 
Andrew Nelles/The Chronicle 
Arlington Frierson launches off of a ramp at the free skate park at 
. Wilson Avenue and Lake Shore Drive, on Sept. 7. 
"I f people are using bikes 
down here, then we should be 
able to use skateboards for 
transportation too," Hultquis~ 
said. 
O'Neil said the idea is that 
skateboarders will walk or take 
a bus to the plaza and there are 
plans to install signs at the plaza 
informing skaters of the law. 
"[The law) was brought up at 
the meetings that they're going 
to have to take a bus or walk 
their skateboard over (from the 
. train to the park] , a lot of them 
do it illc;gally anyways, but 
we're not condoning that," 
O'Neil said. 
Patrick Camden, spokesman 
for the Chicago Police 
Department, said police are not 
actively trying to educate skate-
[there is a law)." 
Kodjavakian said he and other 
skateboarders and retailers have 
not yet made attempts to alter 
the law before the park is 
opened because of concerns that 
another ordinance preventing 
them from changing it might be 
passed beforehand. 
"If they put the park there, we 
can actually have some leverage 
to say ' Look, just let us skate 
from point A to point B, but 
skating [on] private property 
and recklessly would still be 
illegal, not transportation,"' 
Kodjavakian said. "You expect 
me to walk all the way from the 
Blue Line or the Green Line (to 
the skate plaza)? That's really 
unfair, because that's just trans-
portation." 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiii~ii~~~-~~--~~~ii~ boarders on the law. 
"Ever hear that ignorance of jewert@chroniclemail.com 
the law is no excuse?" Camden 
said. "I would think that the 
people who skateboard would 
have enough sense to realize 
"It's a visual and lyrical treat 
for the whole family." 
- Tbe BoUywoocl aeporter 
NOW ON SALE! 
SEPTEMBER 19-0CTOBEB 1• CALL (312) 902-1400 
'!'lckeh anllable at alllroallwaJ Ia CblcaCo In Otflcu •.........., 
ltoa4waJIDCblcaco.oom • Oroupt oall (~UI) 177· 1710 • AnaltOilTour.com 




seoo~ ··- ~i_it~ r-fie~o~p 
By Eric l<asang 
City Beat Ed ttor 
Throughout China's history. the 
ruling dynasty bclievt.d in the 
"Mandate 0f lfeavcn," a cor.ccpt 
that gave the emperor il1e legiti-
Jna!c r•ght to govern and !ax the 
peor-le. No ruli11g timetable existed 
f0r a dynasty as long as it provided 
'or the people. llowev~r. the ruling 
cli ;c lost tl.cir power if they 
i~,;rorc~ the people or fell into cor-
rurti.)ll. 
With 8th Ward A ldenr.;:r. l odd 
:-iroogc~ JO~kcying for the Cook 
Counly l'onrd prcsidciiC)'. he's 
~uing tn need more than empty 
rhetoric and ambiguous promises 
of reform to keep the Stroger 
Dynasty going. 
This should matter to anyone 
who lives or works in Cook 
County. With the Board allocating 
funds for Strogcr Hospital and 
social services ~< well as !~~ col-
lections. the person hanc'!·ng the 
purse strings could refonn Cook 
County- or send it further into a 
debt-ridden sinkhole. 
Blue Bikes: 
CTA has not heard 
of artist's shared 
bike proposal 
Coatinued.from IJ.u:k f'uge 
gcttl:~~ kl~ jh~c~ fr~r~1 rner.:s. 
l<'..:et:lpf s~ 1d he's col!cct:ng 
:i:r iliu~ b1kes. iJa intcd will: the 
·~(. lo; :.1 ,;p1oed by the !31toe Line. 
Kacmrf ha; oeceivt,; Jorated 
b:k"s a~d has pulled ~ikes· from 
the :rash . He's also hired 
~J pgrade Cycle Works. 1 I :; o W. 
Chi\: tl~'l Av.: ., and Uptown 
13i;.:es. 4653 N. Brvadway, to 
h~lr rcrair tile bicycles. He said 
that he 's covered the repair and 
pai111 costs himself. 
The concept of a shared bike 
program is not new. The Village 
of Lake Villa, Ill. , received 20 
donated bikes from Dasani, a 
bottled water company owned 
by Coca-Cola, to help kick off 
DuPagc County Bike Day in 
June 2005. Sirr.ilar to Kaempf's 
ic:lea , a person could borrow a 
ilike from a locked storage area. 
. Todd Strcrger, whose fatlrer, 
John Stroger Jr. served as the Cook 
County Board presidem until he 
was incapaciuned by a stroke in 
March 2006 and resigned in July, 
received the Cook Co~nty Board 
Democratic P3rty's blessing to run 
as the Democratic cand idate for 
th·: Nov. 7 elections. Todd's father 
battled accu~ations that many of 
his political ~. ires wer~ unqualified 
and that these jobs bloated the 
alr~ady cash-StTapped county 
budge:. 
Now TodJ. who recently 
referred to himsrlf ~s a " Bill 
Clinton Democrat ,'' daimed he 
would clean up the political 
patronag~ According to an August 
Sun· Times report, Cook County 
hired close to 1.300 new employ-
ees ~i11ce John Stro11.cr's stroke. 
Th1s. of course. occu~·ed during a 
hiring freeze. 
If Todd tcallv wanted to reform 
vanous Cook County departments. 
he would support a federal monitor 
to review the recent Cook County 
hires. 
Last year. a judge appointed 
Chicago attorney Noelle 13rennan 
to supervise City Hall 's hiring 
practices. However, Todd said it 
best in a Sun-Times article. "The 
counr-, has the abilitv to do its o"n 
busi ;.~ ,... • 
If the county is allo" cd to con-
tinur to "do its own busmess." 
county residents will probabl} sec 
an increase in glut and cron~ ism 
However. people have to <~gn a 
wai ve r. present identification 
and g ive a S I 0 refu ndabl e 
deposit to obtain a Vi lla Park 
bike 
Sue Matthews. a Vi lla P.JTk 
Parks and Rc~:rcatio n ~ cmplo:-
ee. sa1d. "Last yea r [the number 
of c~nters] was mediocre. but 
thi; year. it' s pick ed up quite a 
bit .. 
/\ccor<!i 11~ tc :v1dtthc ' ' s. about 
16 to 18 bikes are rented at a 
time. A pers:Jr. can rent a bike 
for •:p to 72 ~ours. but the aver-
age ;;erson ha~ 11 for J6 h')urs. 
She ~I so noted that if some-
one needed an extension. a 
phone renewal would suf-
fice. 
Matthews explained lhat 
after a person s igns a waiver 
and presents an ID and a 
deposit, a sw ipe card is issued 
to unlock a bike from a storage 
container. People are a llowed to 
rent bikes from April I to Nov. 
I. After that , the bikes are 
housed for maintenance . 
Matthews said one problem 
with the Village 's bike program 
is storage box damage. She said 
that Dasan i only has one mainte-
nance person in the entire coun-
,· ''lt's- alsot1tlii ~do jts; o~1dAlsl- ·;'lrigh-payingjob that does nothing. 
' .'!JeSS" mental~ !)lat..lume.!la l!lifta_.' .; Jf Todd wins the Cook County 
eye toward the terrible 'con<f~om: presidency, he will become heir to 
at the Cqok County' Javenile -. his father's throne. But he will also 
. Temporary Detention Genter. . inherit a S3 billion county budg-
According to the Qlicago· et- the third largest county budget 
Tribune. the American Civil in the United States. He will also 
Liberties Union filed suit against take over a detention center hous-
the ce'ller in 1999. alleging filthy ing troubled youths who need 
liv ing conditions and vio lence experienced and educated profes-
against the youths. After several sionals to help them. not political 
years in and out of court. the cen- hires receiving their high-paying 
ter developed a reform plan in rewards. 
2002 buo failed to abide by it. The It's not unusual or surprising 
ACLU filed suit again. claiming that elected officials pack various 
that nothing had changed at the positions with friends and family. 
cet.ter For example. many players in the 
Desp1te reports from the Tribune Bush Administration, like Vice 
noting that unsanitary cor.dit•ons President Dick Cheney, Secretary 
still existed at the detention center. of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and 
john Stroger attacked the newspa- Cheney's chief-of-staff. David S. 
per and refused to address the Addington. have known and 
problem. Recently. interim County worked with each other for years. 
Board President Bobbie Steele. However. it is when peop1e in 
who took the Board's nelm on power appoint unqualified friends 
Aug. I. hired J. W. Fairman to through nepotism or political 
clean up the detention center's favoritism that the public suffers. 
management staff. Just like Mayor Daley. ifStroger 
Although appointing Fairman. wants the family dynasty to contin-
who previously held the posnion ue. he needs to show the people 
of County Public Safety Director. that he's serious about rooting out 
to clean up the detention center's corruption. That starts with hiring 
management staff. is a step in the a federal monitor to review the 
right direction. this is only the Board 's hiring practices and mak-
bcginning of any real reform. ing sure the Cook County Juvenile 
Although Fainnan said on Aug. Temporary Detention Center has 
3 that five top-level detention cen- qualified leaders to help its res i-
ter employees would be forced out. dents . 
accord ing to the Tribune. three of Scoop m the Loop is a weekly 
them w0uld still wind up with commentary in City Beat 
nther cushy county jobs. That·, not 
rcall~ refonn in action: it's JUSt ekasangrq,chroniclemail.com 
~hutllmg a problem to another 
tr) authonted to repair the l o~k allows riders to attach their 
bo' Current l}. Villa Park has bikes on any CTA bus's front 
one damaged 'lorage locker. and rack for free. Bicycles are 
the vi llage is still wait ing for it allowed on CTA trains except 
to be r~pa1red. during rush time hours of 7 a.m. 
:\I though Kaempf is qi ll to 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
f111e-tunmg h ~< pro-~ \!londay through Friday. She 
gram . he also sa id 75 CTA stations 
adnllttcc ,_ · have indoor bike racks 
thr.t he has · and 94 have outdoor racks. 
· Tay!or sa id the CTA also wel-
Mauricio Rubio/The Chronicle 
not approached the CTA with his 
plan. CTA spokeswoman 
Wanda Taylor confirmed that 
·•as of the moment, the CTA has 
not been approached by the 
People Powered.'' 
Taylor said current ly the 
CTA's Bike & Ride prcgram 
comes unsolicited ideas for 
bicycl ists as well as other riders' 
concerns. 
"Customers and bike enthusi-
asts regularly e-mail sugges-
tion s and comments at the 
Customer Care Center," Taylor 
said. 
As for Kaempf. he fee ls if 
nothing else, the People 
Powered exhibi t will gener-
ate some feedback about his 
shared bike proposal. 
''At this point, I'm trying to 
illustrate what it might actually 
look like." Kaempf said. ''And 
I' m using the exh ibition as an 
opportunity for some publicity 
for the idea.'' 
ekasungr{j)chronidemail. com 
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In Public 
Watch Chicago's aldermen 
in action. Several committees 
will meet at City Hall, 121 N. 
LaSalle St., 2nd Floor, on 
Sept. I I . The Committee on 
Transportation and. Public Way 
al)d the Committee on Parks 
and Re~-reation will meet in 
room 20l·A at 9:30 a.m. The 
Committee on Budget and 
Government Operations will 
meet in Council Chambers at 
10 a.m. The Committee on 
Traffic Control and Safety will 
meet in room ·201-A at II a.m. 
City C01mcil will meet at City 
Hall, 121 N. LaSalle St., 2nd 
Floor, on Sept. 13 at I 0 a.m. 
Chicago Police CAPS pro-
gram is holding a special forum 
for people living in high rise res-
idential units. The program will 
focus on people working togeth-
er on issues like crime and quali-
ty of life. Contact William 
Townsell at (312)747-9984 or 
william.townsell@chicagopo-
lice.org to register. Some dates 
and locations are: 6 p.m: Sept. 12 
at the Chicago Public Library, 
2505 E. 73rd St.; 6:30 p.m. Sept. 
13 at 20th Police District, 5400 
N. Lincoln Ave.; 6:30 p.m. Sept. 
14 at 17th Police District, 4650 
N. Pulaski Road. 
The Chicago Cultura l 
Center, 78 E. Washington St., 
is opening a new exhibit, 
" Women of the World : A 
Global Collection of Art." The 
exhibit showcases 179 works 
from women around the world. 
The exhibit is free and runs 
through Oct. 29. For more 
information, call (312)744· 
6630. 
The I Oth annual Celtic Fest 
Chicago takes place Sept. 16 
and 17 at Grant Park. Celtic 
music, dance and art will be 
showcased on multiple stages 
and entertainment areas. For 
more information, vi.rit 
www. cirjofchicago. org. 
The 57th Street Children's 
Book Fair will take place 
between the 5600 to 5700 
block of South Kimbark 
Avenue from I p.m. to 6 p.m. 
Sept. 17. For more informa-
tion, call (773)619-8371 or 
Why the middle finger? 
On Sep;. 5, a 2 1-year-old man got into a fight with 
his 23-year-old bo~friend in front of 459 W. Wabash 
Ave. l11e 21-year-old pushed his boyfriend and then 
bit his right middle finger. The finger-biter fled the 
sc~ne; police were unable to locate the 21-year-old. 
Police gave the 23-year-old infonnation about where 
to get help for domestic violence and the police 
report number. 
wallet." The woman refused, and he then demanded, 
·'Give me your money." She gave the man $80 and 
later realized that her driver's license was in the wad 
of cash. The woman, who was staying at a South 
Loop hotel, had to catch a morning night. Police did 
not find the man. 
Rough night : Part I 
A 25-to-30-ycar-old man entered the Best 
Western, 11 05 S. Michigan Ave., on Sept. 4 and said 
he was looking for an available room. llte man then 
!lOinted a handgun at the 25-year-old clerk and said, 
"Give me the money" The assailant then jumped 
over the counter and stole $300. The police can-
va$scd the area but did not locate the robber. 
Rough uight: Put II 
On Aug. 31, a mrut uround the nge of 25 
approached a 25-year-old flight attendant at ~00 S. 
Michigan Ave., and indicated thut he had a weapon 
In his hooded sweatshirt. He said, "Give me your 
Worst pick-up line ever? 
An unknown woman flagged down police at 421 
S. Wabash Ave. on Sept. 2 to report a lewd comment. 
The woman pointed to the man and he fled south on 
Wabash Avenue. He then started running on 
Congress Parkway, which turns into the Eisenhower 
Expressway. The man almost caused several acci-
dents. Police arrested the man and charged him with 
reck less conduct. 
A I itt~ verbal sparrlna 
In the midst of a verbal argument on ept. 3 at 199 
S. Plymouth C01111., two women in their 20s threll· 
ened n 27-yeW'-Oid wom1111 1111d 48·yelii"'id wom111 
with bodily hann. Police arrested the two otrenclen 
and chnrged them with assault. 
Jennifer Crlder/The Chronicle CumfJIIrd by Chmnld• mlifthrouiJh I~(IJI'mtJflon pro•l•l•d by thr Chlrogo l'ollt-. /Npartlflf!"t 
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Urban Excursions: 
Chinatown 
By Jenifer K. Fischer 
Managing Editor 
Growing up in small-town 
Minnesota, the local Chinese buf-
fet provided 'my typical experi-
ence with Asian culture. So I felt 
a little--or a lot-out of place 
upon arriving in Chicago 's 
Chinatown. I had some idea, but 
never truly realized, how small 
my personal version of Chicago 
actually is. I frequent the same 
handful of places and follow the 
same path to work, school and 
home on a regular basis. How 
could I have missed this treasure? 
Stepping off the Red Line at 
Cermak-Chinatown is like enter-
ing another land altogether, and 
it's only two el stops from the 
Harrison station near Columbia. 
On one side of the tracks lies 
typical city scenery: apartment 
buildings, chain-link fences and 
parking lots. But on the other 
lies a bustling community sur-
rounded by signs in both English 
and Ch inese, As ian-inspired 
park benches and the brick red, 
pagoda-style buildings that are 
synonymous with China. 
This community, settled by 
immigrants in the late 19th cen-
tury, hosts numerous celebra-
tions throughout the year, 
including the Double Ten Parade 
celebrating Chinese independ-
ence on Oct. 8. 
The main dnig lies just south 
of t.he intersection of Wentworth 
Avenue and Cermak Road where 
stop lights and stop signs sud-
denly disappear. Everyone 
seems to know everyone else; 
people greet one another on the 
street. Shopkeepers smile at you 
when you enter their stores and 
no one seems to be in a hurry, 
yet the sidewalks are far from 
desolate. 
The stores overflow with 
everything from lucky bamboo 
to kimonos to art, trinkets and 
jewelry ranging from the cheap, 
plastic sort to gorgeous jade cre-
ations. Ten Ren Tea and Ginseng 
Co. of Chicago, 2247 S. 
Wentworth Ave., delighted the 
tea-lover in me. The entire place 
is fi lled with fresh and packaged 
tea leaves, ginseng and snacks 
such as wasabi edamame-
green soybeans seasoned with 
the Japanese horseradish sushi 
fanatics everywhere know and 
love. And then, there 's more 
food. It's everywhere. 
Bakeries fi lled with treats like 
chocolate fortune cookies and 
sesame cookies seem to appear 
every few steps. Grocers sell 
fresh vegetables, fru its and 
meats, and you' ll discover any-
thing you could possibly need to 
create your favorite Asian dish-
es- including the cookware. 
I was thrilled to find Pocky, 
addicting chocolate covered bis-
A lighted Chinatown gate at Cermak Road and Wentworth Avenue welcomes visitors. 
cuit sticks; gummy candies in 
several flavors, including lychee 
fruit ; candied plums and ginger 
chews. 
There is no shortage of restau-
rants, either. Sushi places, noo-
dle joints and eateries boasting 
autheniic Chinese dishes make it 
di fficult to decide where to stop. 
I ended up at Emperor 's 
Choice, 2238 S. Wentworth 
Ave., which received accolades 
from diners and p1Jblications 
citywide. After scanning the 
menu for a good I 0 minutes, l 
forewent the Village Specials, 
which included a disclaimer not-
ing these dishes may need an 
acquired taste. Perhaps l will try 
serpent soup or Mandarin 
ostrich on another trip. Instead, I 
took the boring route and 
ordered sweet and sour chicken. 
It was blissful. and the attentive 
wait staff was equally enjoyable. 
After stopping at a b~kery for 
a bag of the aforementioned 
chocolate fortune cookies and a 
small ceramic lucky cat , l 
stepped out of Chinatown and 
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Skating down a bumpy road 
Grant Park skate plaza 
may cause rise in 
skating citations 
By James H. Ewert Jr. 
City Beat Editor 
After more than a year of plan-
ning skateboard riders in 
Chicago's downtown area will 
finally have a safe haven. On Sept. 
30. the skate plaza in Grant Park, 
south of Balbo Avenue and west of 
Columbus Drive. will open to the 
public, according to Vache 
Kodjavalcian, represenative of a 
group of Chicagoland skatebOard 
retailers who are helping to devel-
op the skate plaza. 
The plaza is funded by the 
Chicago Park District and was 
developed and designed with help 
from the Grant Park Advisory 
Council, a nonprofit group that 
helps to plan. promote and assist 
future developments in the park. 
AJong with the group of skate-
boarders and retailers, Chicago 
artist Dan Peterman. who 
designed benches in front of the 
Museum of Contemporary Art. 
220 E. Chicago Ave .. is also help-
ing. 
According to Kodjavak:ian. who 
is also the president of Affilate 
Skateboard Company. 182 1 W. 
Hibbard St. the benches were a 
big hit among local skaters and 
-.."hen the time came to develop a 
plaza. Peterman was brought in to 
design the obstacles. ramps and 
rai ls. 
&cause Peterman was design-
ing the obstacles. Kodjavakian 
said it has delayed the original 
timetable set to fin ish the plaza. 
Zandy Roth. 17. performs a grind on the lip of a bowl at the public skate park at Wilson Avenue and Lake Shore Orille. Because of Chicago's 
law banning skateboarding on the streets and sidewalks of the business district. skaters may have a hard time getting to the park. 
which. according to the Chicago cern was that skateboarders er and ask them 'What is it that ating a plaza. He said one of the 
Park District 's website. was sched- wouldn' t use the park. you would use? &cause we're not most interesting aspects of the 
uled to be completed by July 2006. "We had to make sure we had going to go through all this and plaza are the obstacles Peterman is 
Bob O'Neil. president of the something that would accommo- then have you not use it.'" designing because they can be 
Grant Park Advisory Council . said date skaters that are destroying the O'Neil said the project, which moved aroWld by the skaters 
the idea o f creating a skate park in plazas downtown."' O ' Neil said. will cost upwards of$100,000, has themselves. / 
See Skllteboenl. Page 37 
Grant Park has been discussed for " It was [the Grant Park Advisory taken a while to materialize 
a decade. O 'Neil said a major con- Council's I idea to get them togeth- because of the detail put into ere-
Can you spare 
a bike to ride? 
Sun sets on · 
- -Printef's Row 
17«ory high rise set 
to tower over South 
Loop residences 
Port of Th~ Chronic/~ :v onxoinJ: .uril!.v on Chicago bicycling 
Local artist proposes 
blue bike sharing 
program for Chicago 
By Erl(. Kasang 
City Beat Editor 
Altht>ugh ol may 'ICC:m like a 
dl\lant dream. of ('looc:tj(n arl" l 
Kcv ooo Kacrnrf h•• h,. way. 
( ho~agoaoo• ~oultl II(; pcdaloooK 
"" free ho ke• hy nex t " oorooncr 
'lloe odca. dubhed "Shared . IJiuc 
lllkc," would allo w pcoplc tl> 
c•ocnloally bwtf>W a llokc ;ol n 
p-.rtowlar cl • lop 1\IJ(I lhr ~"" 
o f the f71"fl<"•l A f"'""" "'"' 
""' the hoke orttlcf ooool c ly f11r 
free 
( urrcntly, the Mor•rorrro ' ' ' 
( rmtc rnpors ry Ar t. /7~ I' 
( l11~a~e•• Ave . ,. d ,.play llol£ 
Kaempf "• hlorr htk r f""'"'Yre• 
11111ln th~ l ttlr " l1r <>p lr 
l't,..,.ned" •• p1trl ' " tlor " f I X 
f 1 New Arl,.t• " <erte• 
J hr t.l ow f""'"'YIIf'• ~"'""' t•l 
,., , 14rt..t '! ,,f .. IH yd,- t~ty l rtt, taf,mr 
h~tv• a f 11 !fl• f•• l. whtl r tolhN• i4f,.,_,., "'"'r ,,,,fir"' Mo~t l ,,f 
tl.-rro "" "'~ ott•dtr tl ''"'hi• 
J xlu lo> l 1 orta lu r ful l~ J(llt lr l~eu•• 
/itlillolm •aotl ""' h • rtlot •how 
ca<cd on the New Artist< series 
had 12-hy- 12 •r aces w cxhihit 
lheoo Vl'tnn• o f a " ' uhstanlta lly 
hcllc r u~c o f cnv irunm c nl' ' 
thro oo gh lc.- wa<le and rccy· 
d oni! 
A ltlwu!(h Kacmr l ran acrns< 
•cvera l " hlue htke" Jlrt! l!fiiiiiS 
tha t involved cnttllnuntl y 
~ yd ttll!. he •aid the iusri rntiun 
fm the ~o lor Ctttnc from el"c-
where. 
" I w;" thinkootl! a lw ut hnw fu 
•hored !li ke Jlr<IKratn I lllt !(hl 
happen "' ( 'hlcnl!u ... Kncmpl 
•ntd " I wo~ th ink ln11 othnul li nk · 
"'It tl up with the ( 'TA lllooc 
f. ootc .. 
Kacmpl •aid tlta t ( 'hk al!n"• 
hluc hal! rc~ydtnl( 1""1£roun al•n 
•crvcd n• n ~nlnr in•pirotl lun oootd 
tltal the ~ol111 hlur w nnolctl a 
•r n•c o f rot vtrnnnor nt nll y 
h tclt<ily >n cgn• o f trn vrl 
llr onld he would llh In iul 
tin ily locu• " " tlltf ntr n Ilk~ 
1."1!"" Square llr u,.r It~ tt•~<l '" 
live ho lit~ NPrtltwr•l " ltl~ 
ttr l!(hlu•rluotll l 
I hi• wuu ltl e•tnhll •lt A v l~llole 
loth prr•f' rtt r wllltln n jtnttlc tt 
lno nrr n fi r onlfi tltnl pr nplr 
Wttllltl •re lltr hluf' hlk ro " " ntttl 
o rl ""'I hr ahl r to nt 1 r •• lhr nt 
PROPOSED LOCATIONS FOR 
~
"SHARED: BLUE BIKES" 
PROGRAM• 
lie "nltl thnt the hlh" Wt•ultl 
he lol.lketl nt n 11nrtk ulor ~t n t l tttl 
11 1111 pcnpl r ctlttltl nc''"~" thr 
lt lho with n ttnl vr r"nl ~l>tl~ 
nht nl nf <l hy clthrr n I tlllllnttlll · 
hrr n r lhtclltjih 11 c<t ht he 
ttntttrtl wrholtr 
l it" "' ' '-'•·r lvlnll the hike"· 
I '~' "J!II' tnny " "" thr m "" h11111 M 
nrrolt tl l'hry tttn even """'' II 
wllh their frlcn\18. People would 
t \1111111 lh\1 l\lkt8 llllC\l thl! 011• 
l"hllll with tht'lll . 
KA~IIIIlf ~lid lhMI h\''8 W\lfk· 
lttlll'llf ~\'NMIII d~t•ll• 111 hi& 1\t'\l• 
II' ""' Ilk\' the numller tlf hlktt 
llt'f ( . r;. "'"'hill •mt huw to "'""" 
It Al'k ttf thtl 1\ll)yl/1\\8. ftll\1 1\t'i! 
By Allison Riggio 
Assistant City Beet Edltot 
"BcW111\':! Don't buy in Libnry 
Tower." 
This is the ~'t' greeting 
vtsltors to libcarytower.com, 
librarytoW1!r.Mt and libnirytow-
er.OQJ-IIOIIO of wllicll ~ associ-
ated wi.th Liblvy 1bw~. a t"Ondo-
miniunl bui~ aoin8 up in 1he 
South loop. 
l.mnllr Corpol'ltiof\, the deve&-
llpet 001\StNctina Libnry 1bwe-. 
11M seen aome ~ ftonl 
t~<'iahbori"'l ~\IS about 1M 
UOOStNctiOO. Tho cki\"tlopmalt, 
which brob iround in 11\ld-
At~ Is J0t1111 ~ at the t«ner 
nf tate Street and CQI\IIW 
~-Otlvt Vtaldttttlaat Is one__. 
bllf whu won't be llriled 
Ubnry Tow.t 11\0-M Ill.. 
I\! l&tuh'lt! 1he 
the de\~ mort .... 
~ \\l"ldeK_~ .. .. 
ltll'¥"f tteth'fly lr)·b~ "' 
hulllllntt'* ~lllSIMt\M.. ~ 
I t~t~t rtmahl. 
" I ll'll liP • 
thoot!llt ~'"' be pit whll 111 Ill 
